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Abstract
Constitutive stable DNA replication (cSDR) is an alternative mode of
replication initiation in Escherichia coli. cSDR is active in rnhA and recG mutants,
which lack proteins that remove DNA-RNA hybrids called R-loops. The mechanism
for cSDR initiation, therefore, is thought to involve these R-loop structures, which
are proposed to form at specific locations known as oriK sites on the chromosome.
Thus far, oriK sites have only been mapped to broad, 100-200 kb regions on the
chromosome, so the specific elements involved in initiation are still unknown. My
research focused on localizing the oriK sites on the chromosome, specifically those
in the terminus region, where two of the major oriK sites had previously been
mapped. We used two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Friedman & Brewer, 1995)
to analyze the replication forks that are blocked at the innermost Ter sites at the
terminus, and found that elevated levels of replication forks are blocked at the Ter
sites in rnhA mutants. We also used microarray and deep sequencing analysis to
determine that there is a major location of oriK activity in the chromosome, located
in the region between TerA and TerC. Furthermore, we also studied the use of the
activation-induced deaminase (AID) enzyme as a tool for identifying regions of Rloop formation in the chromosome, and learned about its properties in the process.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview of replication initiation in Escherichia coli
Normal replication of the E. coli chromosome is a process that initiates at the
unique replication origin oriC, proceeding bi-directionally around the circular
chromosome until the two growing replication forks meet at the terminus region
(for reviews, see Benkovic et al, 2001; Kaguni, 2011; Kornberg & Baker, 1992). The
replication machinery at each fork consists of a multi-protein complex, the
replisome, whose components include the priming apparatus, or primosome, as well
as the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, which synthesizes DNA in a 5’→3’ direction.
The minimum oriC site of E. coli is a 245-bp DNA segment that contains a number of
elements that are highly conserved among Gram-negative bacteria. Among these
are five 9-bp repeats known as DnaA boxes to which the initiation factor DnaA binds
(Fuller et al, 1984), and an AT-rich region consisting of three tandem 13-bp repeats
(Bramhill & Kornberg, 1988).
Replication of the chromosome begins with the cooperative binding of the
DnaA protein to the five 9-bp repeats. Once the five sites are occupied, 20 to 40
additional monomers bind so that the oriC DNA is wrapped around them to form the
initial complex. The DnaA protein then mediates the separation of the strands of the
DNA duplex at the three AT-rich repeats in an ATP-dependent manner to form the
open complex (Gille & Messer, 1991). Next, DnaB helicase (a hexamer of 50-kD
subunits) is delivered to the “open” oriC by DnaC in the form of a hexameric (DnaB :
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DnaC : ATP)6 complex (Funnell et al, 1987). Subsequent release of DnaC via ATP
hydrolysis results in activation of the helicase activity of the DnaB protein, and
completes assembly of the pre-priming complex. The DnaB helicase, in association
with DNA gyrase, proceeds to unwind the DNA in the pre-priming complex in both
directions, thus exposing the base sequences of the strands for priming (Baker et al,
1987). Tetramers of single-stranded DNA binding (SSB) protein bind to individual
strands of DNA as they are generated during this process in order to prevent reannealing. The addition of DnaG primase to the pre-priming complex completes the
formation of the primosome, a protein machine of about 700 kD that synthesizes the
RNA primers essential to DNA synthesis (Arai et al, 1981; Mok & Marians, 1987).
The primosome machinery at each replication fork primes synthesis of the leading
strand, and then remains associated with the lagging strand to prime Okazaki
fragment synthesis as needed.
Elongation of the leading and lagging strands is carried out by two “core”
DNA polymerase III units that are assembled at each fork to finalize the replisome
machinery. The “core” is the simplest active form of DNA polymerase III, and
functions as part of the polymerase’s multi-subunit holoenzyme complex (see
Kelman & O'Donnell, 1995). Within this complex, each “core” subunit is bound to a
β-subunit dimer which forms a closed ring around the DNA strand and acts as a
sliding clamp. The γ complex, which is also associated with the holoenzyme
complex, catalyzes the loading of the β2 clamp onto the DNA. These various
components of the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme are primarily responsible for
2

the enzyme’s high processivity. Synthesis of new DNA proceeds bi-directionally
around the circular E. coli chromosome until the two forks meet and replication is
terminated within the terminus region.

1.2. Termination of replication
The E. coli terminus is a region diametrically opposite oriC where the two
divergent replication forks from the origin ultimately fuse. This region of the
chromosome contains 23-bp sequences known as Ter sites to which the 36 kDa
monomeric Tus protein binds. When established, the Tus-Ter complex blocks
progression of incoming replication forks in a directional manner, allowing passage
through one side but not the other (Hill, 1992). Ten Ter sites have been previously
identified on the E. coli chromosome (Coskun-Ari & Hill, 1997; de Massy et al, 1987;
Hidaka et al, 1991; Hill, 1996; Hill et al, 1987; Sharma & Hill, 1992), and are oriented
in such a way that they form a replication trap that restricts the fusion of converging
replication forks to the 267-kb region between the two innermost sites, TerA and
TerC (Figure 1-1). With this arrangement, clockwise replication forks from oriC are
blocked at the TerC site, while the counter-clockwise forks are blocked at TerA. The
position of the TerC site relative to oriC is just slightly greater than 180°, so the
incoming clockwise forks are usually the first ones to encounter a replication block
within the terminus region. The underlying mechanism of polar fork arrest at the
Ter sites is still a matter of some debate, but studies have shown that two properties
of the Tus protein appear to be important. First, Tus has been previously reported
to interact specifically with the DnaB helicase in vitro (Mulugu et al, 2001),
3

Figure 1-1: Map of the Ter sites in the E. coli chromosome.
Ter sites C, B, F, G, and J are oriented to block clockwise replication forks from oriC, whereas A, D, E, I,
and H block counter-clockwise forks. The replication fork trap is the 267-kb region between TerC
and TerA.

Table 1-1: Properties of the E. coli Ter sites.
Location and sequence information for the ten Ter sites in Figure 1-1 are shown below. Map
positions (in minutes) are indicated in the second column (Min). The oriC origin is located at 84.57
minutes. Referenced from EcoGene 3.0 (http://www.ecogene.org/3.0/?q=topic/228) and Duggin
and Bell (2009).

Ter site

Min

Left End

Right End

Orientation

DNA Sequence

TerA

28.88

1339769

1339791

Counterclockwise

AATTAGTATGTTGTAACTAAAGT

TerB

36.26

1682250

1682272

Clockwise

AATAAGTATGTTGTAACTAAAGT

TerC

34.64

1607181

1607203

Clockwise

ATATAGGATGTTGTAACTAATAT

TerD

27.56

1278750

1278772

Counterclockwise

CATTAGTATGTTGTAACTAAATG

TerE

23.31

1081428

1081450

Counterclockwise

TTAAAGTATGTTGTAACTAAGCA

TerF

49.91

2315686

2315708

Clockwise

CCTTCGTATGTTGTAACGACGAT

TerG

51.20

2375378

2375400

Clockwise

GTCAAGGATGTTGTAACTAACCA

TerH

12.91

598894

598916

Counterclockwise

CGATCGTATGTTGTAACTATCTC

TerI

13.46

624656

624634

Counterclockwise

AACATGGAAGTTGTAACTAACCG

TerJ

55.48

2574267

2574289

Clockwise

ACGCAGTAAGTTGTAACTAATGC
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suggesting that its role as a contra-helicase might be a factor in stalling replication
fork progression. Secondly, the non-permissive face of the Tus protein has an
affinity for a conserved cytosine residue (C6) within the Ter sequence that “flips
out” as an approaching replication fork helicase unwinds the DNA duplex (Mulcair
et al, 2006). For a clockwise replication fork approaching TerC from the origin, this
binding of Tus to the C6 residue locks the protein even more firmly in place to the
Ter DNA, preventing the progression of the advancing helicase and replication fork.
When the opposite (counter-clockwise) replisome eventually arrives at the stalled
replication fork, it does so from the permissive end of the Tus protein, and in this
case it destabilizes the Tus-Ter complex, dislodging the protein in the process and
achieving termination of replication.

1.3. Stable DNA replication studies
Stable DNA replication (SDR), discovered by the late Tokio Kogoma (Kogoma,
1997; Kogoma & Lark, 1970), is an alternative mode of DNA replication initiation
possessed by E. coli cells. Unlike the normal process of replication initiation at oriC,
SDR activity is not dependent on the DnaA protein or on concomitant protein
synthesis. It is, however, only expressed under specific conditions in the cell, and is
otherwise repressed. One such condition, the activation of the SOS response,
triggers “inducible stable DNA replication,” or iSDR (Kogoma et al, 1979). In
another instance, SDR activity is expressed constitutively in rnhA and recG mutants,
and is known as “constitutive stable DNA replication,” or cSDR (Hong et al, 1995;
Horiuchi et al, 1984). These two forms of SDR do not require DnaA protein to
5

achieve duplex opening at the origin during replication initiation. Instead, they are
thought to utilize special nucleic acid secondary structures known as D-loops (iSDR)
and R-loops (cSDR). Superficial similarities notwithstanding, however, these two
modes of SDR have been shown to be mechanistically distinct processes.
The studies of SDR began with the aim of finding out why concomitant
protein and/or RNA synthesis is required for continued initiation of chromosome
replication (Kogoma & Lark, 1970). A proposal made by the Ole Maaløe group in
1961 suggested that this requirement pertains only to the initiation, and not to the
sustainment, of DNA replication (Maaløe & Hanawalt, 1961). As a result, addition of
chloramphenicol to an exponentially growing culture inhibits the initiation of a new
round of replication, although the round already under way can be completed (von
Meyenburg et al, 1979). The biochemical nature of this dependency on concomitant
protein synthesis is not yet fully understood, but Kogoma suggested that one or
more factors essential for initiation at oriC is “unstable,” and must be constantly resynthesized for initiation (Kogoma, 1997). The conditions for bypassing this
requirement were eventually discovered, and the term “stable DNA replication” was
coined to describe the process of chromosome replication in the absence of
concurrent protein synthesis (Kogoma & Lark, 1970; Kogoma & Lark, 1975). The
best candidate for Kogoma’s unstable factor was thought to be the DnaA protein, but
there is a lack of direct evidence supporting this (Kogoma, 1997). DnaA plays a vital
role in the initiation and regulation of DNA replication in E. coli, but it is not
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required for SDR activity; the initial strand separation that must take place during
replication initiation is accomplished by other means instead.

1.4. Inducible stable DNA replication (iSDR)
iSDR is a form of recombination-dependent replication (RDR) that is
activated upon induction of the SOS response in E. coli. Unlike normal replication
initiation at oriC, iSDR is dependent on a number of homologous recombination
proteins, including RecA and RecBC. During homologous recombination, RecA
(strand invasion protein) catalyzes homologous pairing and strand exchange
between single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
molecules (Lloyd & Low, 1996). The activated form of the protein, RecA*, promotes
self-cleavage of the LexA repressor during SOS induction (Walker, 1996). Initiation
of iSDR is dependent on the recombinase activity of RecA (Asai et al, 1993), but also
requires the activated form of the protein (Lark & Lark, 1979). In addition, iSDR
activity is also dependent on the helicase activity of RecBC(D), another essential
factor in homologous recombination (Magee & Kogoma, 1990). On the basis of these
and other observations, iSDR was hypothesized to initiate at specific locations on
the chromosome known as oriM sites via the formation of D-loops, which are early
intermediates in homologous recombination. Major origin activity for iSDR has
been localized to two adjacent regions (oriM1A and oriM1B) within oriC (Asai et al,
1994), and to another site (oriM2) located in the TerC region of the chromosome
(Magee et al, 1992). According to Kogoma’s D-loop model, iSDR initiation begins
with the introduction of a double-strand break (DSB) into the chromosome at or
7

near oriM during induction of the SOS response (Asai et al, 1993). This DSB is
thought to be generated by a hypothetical oriM-specific endonuclease that is
activated during SOS induction. Following this step, one of the resulting dsDNA
ends is unwound by the RecBC(D) helicase to produce an invasive ssDNA tail that is
in turn assimilated by RecA recombinase into a homologous duplex to yield a Dloop. This series of reactions sufficiently accomplishes initial duplex opening for the
subsequent steps of replication initiation.
As mentioned above, one of the key features of the D-loop model is the
generation of a DSB at the oriM site at the beginning of iSDR. The model suggests
that formation of a DSB is sufficient to induce origin-independent DNA replication.
This was tested in one study by placing a λ cos site on a plasmid and generating an
artificial DSB at the site with λ terminase (Masai et al, 1994). Replication of the
plasmid was monitored in SOS-induced cells grown in the presence of
chloramphenicol and rifampicin, both of which inhibit plasmid replication from the
normal origin of replication. Results from this experiment showed that such
artificially-generated DSBs could indeed trigger origin-independent replication in a
plasmid, and thus provided strong support for the D-loop model.
In addition to these results, a number of observations also lend support to
the model. First, iSDR activity is significantly stimulated by ruvA, ruvB, ruvC, and
recG mutations, which block the processing of D-loop intermediates during
homologous recombination (Asai & Kogoma, 1994). Although D-loop structures are
utilized for iSDR initiation in Kogoma’s model, they are also early intermediates in
8

homologous recombination, and can therefore be further processed by RuvAB,
RuvC, and RecG to yield recombinant molecules which are unusable during iSDR.
Inactivating these proteins, as expected from the model, eliminates the further
processing of D-loops and thus leads to an increase in iSDR activity. Secondly, the Dloop model also predicts that the presence of extra copies of oriM would enhance
the iSDR initiation frequency due to the availability of additional dsDNA ends for
RecBC(D) to process. This prediction was verified by the demonstration that the
introduction of a plasmid carrying the oriM1 site does indeed stimulate iSDR activity
(Asai et al, 1994). Thirdly, iSDR is also very dependent on the PriA protein, which is
required for primosome assembly at each replication fork that is generated as
described in the model (Masai et al, 1994).

1.5. Constitutive stable DNA replication (cSDR)
In an effort to gain some insights into the genetic basis for SDR activation,
Kogoma set out to find mutants that expressed SDR in a constitutive manner. Using
a colony autoradiography procedure, he was able to isolate a number of SDR
mutants from two different strains of E. coli (Kogoma, 1978; Torrey & Kogoma,
1982). The specific gene mutation responsible for the observed SDR activity was
not known at first, but was referred to as sdrA. The mutant strains were able to
sustain DNA replication for at least 12 hours in the presence of chloramphenicol (a
protein synthesis inhibitor) or in the absence of required amino acids.
Consequently, this type of SDR was termed cSDR (constitutive stable DNA
replication). Like iSDR, cSDR was found to be strictly dependent on a RecA function,
9

as demonstrated by the temperature-sensitivity of DNA replication in sdrA recA(Ts)
mutants (Torrey & Kogoma, 1982). Furthermore, the viability of sdrA dnaA::Tn10
and sdrA ΔoriC double mutants also indicated that cSDR functions independently of
oriC (Kogoma & von Meyenburg, 1983).
The identity of the sdrA gene was eventually determined to be rnhA, whose
protein product, RNase HI, specifically recognizes and removes RNA strands from
RNA-DNA duplexes. The presence of RNase HI in the cell ensures the exclusivity of
initiation at oriC, presumably by degrading RNA primers laid down at other
locations on the chromosome (Ogawa et al, 1984). cSDR, which occurs in RNase HIdeficient strains, is initiated at specific locations known as oriK sites, which are
normally inactive in rnhA+ strains. Using a limited marker frequency technique,
Kogoma determined that there are about five such oriK sites on the E. coli
chromosome, including two in the TerC region (de Massy et al, 1984). One origin is
normally chosen at random from these sites during initiation, and fires randomly
with respect to the time in the cell cycle (von Meyenburg et al, 1987). Initiation
from the oriK sites alone can sustain replication to allow cell growth in the absence
of oriC, but at a 30 to 40% reduced growth rate. It was also estimated that the
initiation frequency of the cSDR system (per unit cell mass) is three- to four-fold
lower than that of the oriC system (von Meyenburg et al, 1987). Thus, oriK initiation
is considerably less efficient than the oriC system of replication initiation in E. coli.
Although cSDR initiation can occur in the absence of protein synthesis in E.
coli, it is also sensitive to rifampicin, a transcription inhibitor. In addition to
10

transcription, cSDR is also dependent on the recombinase activity of RecA; however,
no other recombination functions are required (Kogoma et al, 1994). Given that Dloop formation requires additional recombination proteins besides RecA, it is not
likely to be the mechanism of strand opening at oriK during cSDR initiation. Instead,
the strand separation is hypothesized to occur by the hybridization of a nascent
RNA transcript to the template strand during transcription, displacing the
complementary strand in the process to form an R-loop (von Meyenburg et al,
1987). This process is thought to involve a RecA function — an idea supported by
experimental results that demonstrate that R-loops can be formed in vitro when
duplex DNA is incubated with a homologous RNA transcript and purified RecA
protein (Kasahara et al, 2000). R-loops are normally recognized and efficiently
removed in E. coli cells by RNase HI, but are stabilized in rnhA mutants due to the
absence of the protein. Subsequent DNA synthesis from the 3’ end of the RNA by
DNA polymerase I and replisome assembly at the ensuing replication forks would
effectively result in initiation of bidirectional replication at an oriK site. Consistent
with this R-loop model for oriK initiation is the dependence of cSDR on DNA
polymerase I (Kogoma & Maldonado, 1997), as well as the priming proteins DnaB
(helicase), DnaG (primase) (Kogoma, 1997), DnaC (Kogoma, 1978), and primosome
assembly factor PriA (Masai et al, 1994).
Likewise, cSDR was also found to occur in recG mutants, which are deficient
in the RecG protein, a junction-specific helicase that promotes branch migration of
Holliday junctions during homologous recombination (Hong et al, 1995). RecG is
11

thought to have an inhibitory effect on the assimilation reaction catalyzed by RecA,
which is involved in cSDR initiation (Hong et al, 1995). More importantly, however,
the helicase has also been shown to remove RNA from RNA-DNA hybrids (R-loops)
quite efficiently (Fukuoh et al, 1997; Vincent et al, 1996), and thus presumably
prevents initiation at oriK sites when present in the cell. RecG has been suggested to
compensate for the loss of RNase HI in rnhA mutants by removing persistent Rloops which would otherwise overwhelm the cell, as demonstrated by the inviability
of rnhA recG double mutants (Hong et al, 1995). It is still not clear, however, what
properties of the oriK initiation mechanism allow cSDR to continue in spite of the
presence of RecG or RNase HI in rnhA or recG single mutants, respectively.

1.6. Physiological significance of cSDR in E. coli
Unlike the stress-inducible iSDR system, cSDR has thus far been observed
only in genetically-altered cells, i.e., rnhA and recG mutants. The lack of a clearlydefined physiological role for cSDR in E. coli has led to the speculation that it may
just be a genetic artifact of a primitive replication system that operated before the
currently established oriC system. Both oriC and oriK could have conceivably been
functioning together until the eventual introduction of the rnhA gene into the
genome resulted in the repression of the less efficient oriK system (Kogoma, 1997).
Contrary to these speculations, however, is Kogoma’s finding of a cSDR-like activity
in rapidly growing wild-type cells (Hong et al, 1996). This SDR activity was found to
transiently appear upon entry to the stationary phase, and requires a nutritional
shift-up (such as minimal media to Luria broth). Under these conditions, E. coli cells
12

developed the capacity to replicate their chromosomes in spite of the presence of
chloramphenicol, which inhibits normal replication initiation. This replication
activity came to be termed “nutritional shift-up-activatable SDR,” or nSDR. Like
cSDR, nSDR is completely dependent on a RecA function, but is also independent of
RecB and DnaA. In keeping with these similarities, Kogoma reasoned that if nSDR
was indeed a manifestation of cSDR in wild-type cells, then its mechanism of
initiation might involve R-loops as well. If so, then a number of possible conditions
could result in the stabilization of R-loops during nSDR: (i) a reduction in RNase HI
or RecG activity; (ii) derepression or increased transcription of certain specific
transcriptional units at the time of entry into the stationary phase; and (iii) a change
in the properties of RNA polymerase that would result in increased production of Rloops usable for nSDR (Kogoma, 1997). Very little is currently known about the
actual mechanism of nSDR, so it still remains to be seen whether any of the above
scenarios are likely. Nevertheless, nSDR does bear a close resemblance to cSDR, and
this suggests that the latter may indeed play a physiological role in E. coli cells.

1.7. The role of R-loops in the cell
From a broader perspective, one of the most interesting aspects of cSDR is its
seeming utilization of R-loops as a mechanism for replication initiation. R-loops are
nucleic acid secondary structures that are formed when an RNA strand invades a
homologous region of duplex DNA and displaces the non-template strand in the
process. Short RNA-DNA hybrids are usually formed in vivo within the transcription
bubble during transcription (Westover et al, 2004), but normally do not persist for
13

very long. Longer and more stable R-loops, on the other hand, are typically not as
common. One well-studied example occurs during ColE1 plasmid replication, when
the formation of an RNA-DNA hybrid at the origin produces a primer for DNA
synthesis (Itoh & Tomizawa, 1980). In another example, G-rich sequences are also
known to be highly susceptible to R-loop formation, as observed in immunoglobulin
class switch regions (Yu et al, 2003) and in the heavy-strand origins of yeast and
human mitochondria (Xu & Clayton, 1995). Such sequences are prone to forming
stacked G-quadruplex (G4 DNA) structures, which help to stabilize DNA duplex
opening. Moreover, rG:dC hybrids are also known to be very stable (Sugimoto et al,
1995), and help to facilitate such R-loop formation as well.
A third example of R-loop formation in vivo can be found in bacteriophage T4
during the early stages of its replication cycle. T4 replication initiates at discrete
origin sequences on the genome via a mechanism involving R-loops, before
subsequently shifting to recombination-dependent replication (RDR) to complete
the process at later stages of infection. Two of the most well-studied T4 origins, oriF
and oriG (also known as ori(uvsY) and ori(34), respectively), have minimal
sequences composed of two distinct components: a middle-mode promoter and an
AT-rich downstream unwinding element (DUE) (Carles-Kinch & Kreuzer, 1997;
Menkens & Kreuzer, 1988). RNA transcripts initiated from the oriF promoter were
shown to form persistent R-loops within the DUE region, followed by subsequent
processing of the invading 3’ ends to establish primers for leading strand synthesis
(Belanger & Kreuzer, 1998; Carles-Kinch & Kreuzer, 1997). The mechanism of T4
14

origin-dependent replication has been studied extensively over the years (see
Kreuzer & Brister, 2010 for a review), and is particularly interesting because it
bears a number of important similarities to cSDR. In addition to the strong evidence
for R-loop utilization, both processes are also repressed by functionally homologous
proteins, for example (RecG in E. coli and UvsW in T4) (Derr & Kreuzer, 1990; Hong
et al, 1995). A better understanding of the mechanistic link between them would
undoubtedly be useful in the search for bona fide oriK sequences in E. coli.
Early evidence for R-loop formation was inferred from studies aimed at
identifying the specificity factors for replication initiation from the oriC origin. The
RNase HI endonuclease, the primary degrader of R-loops in E. coli, was identified as
one of the main factors (Ogawa et al, 1984), implying that R-loops are utilized as a
mechanism for replication initiation from sites outside the oriC region, as is the case
during cSDR. RNase HI acts on RNA-DNA hybrids by cleaving near the 3’ terminus of
the RNA and then digesting the rest of the RNA (Crooke et al, 1995). By targeting Rloops in the chromosome, RNase HI plays a key role in maintaining the frequency of
replication in the cell by preventing aberrant initiation of replication from oriK sites.
The aforementioned activity of the RNase HI endonuclease is one of a number of
mechanisms employed by E. coli to limit the occurrence of R-loops in the cell. The
reason for this, as studies suggest, is that extensive R-loop formation is linked to
genomic instability and defects in cell growth. One of the most direct pieces of
evidence for this comes from the study of another specificity factor for oriC
initiation, Topoisomerase I (Topo I). Encoded by the topA gene, Topo I is the
15

primary enzyme responsible for relaxing the negative supercoiling that accumulates
behind the RNA polymerase during transcription (Kaguni & Kornberg, 1984).
Mutants of topA exhibit hypernegative supercoiling and cannot grow unless
accompanied by compensatory mutations that reduce the elevated levels of negative
supercoiling in their chromosomes (Drlica, 1992). The most common of these are
mutations in the gyrA and gyrB genes that decrease the supercoiling activity of
gyrase (DiNardo et al, 1982), as well as mutations that lead to overexpression of
Topoisomerase IV (Raji et al, 1985). Interestingly, topA null mutants also possess an
elevated amount of R-loops, indicating that the increased negative supercoiling
helps to promote the formation of R-loops in the chromosome (Drolet et al, 1994).
Inactivation of Topo I not only inhibits cell growth, it also impairs transcription
elongation and the accumulation of full-length RNAs (Baaklini et al, 2004; Hraiky et
al, 2000). Overexpression of RNase HI, however, was found to relieve these
phenotypes (Drolet et al, 1995). These observations support a model in which
excess negative supercoiling promotes the formation of widespread R-loops, which
in turn affects gene expression and leads to growth defects.
The occurrence of co-transcriptional R-loops has also been linked to genomic
instability in other species. In yeast cells, for example, Huertas and Aguilera (2003)
demonstrated that RNA-DNA hybrids were formed during transcription in mutants
affecting the Hrp1 subunit of the THO/TREX complex, which plays a role in mRNA
export and mRNP biogenesis. They showed that THO/TREX mutants exhibit
transcription-associated recombination (TAR) phenotypes, as well as defects in
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transcription elongation and mRNA export. Overexpression of RNase H was
observed to suppress these phenotypes, and showed that R-loops formed by nascent
RNA transcripts promoted hyperrecombination if left unchecked. R-loops have also
been reported to be responsible for the accumulation of DSBs and high molecular
weight (HMW) DNA fragments in chicken DT40 cells depleted of the pre-mRNA
splicing factor ASF/SF2 (Li & Manley, 2005). RNase H overexpression was observed
to suppress these phenotypes as well, implicating R-loops again as a source of
genomic instability. Given that ASF/SF2 is also essential for viability in the chicken
DT40 cell line, this further highlights the importance of having mechanisms in place
to control the formation of co-transcriptional R-loops in the cell.
One of the most important elements of the R-loop suppression methods
employed by various species is the ability to keep nascent RNA away from duplex
DNA during transcription in vivo. One of the ways this is achieved in bacteria is
through the coupling of transcription to translation. The binding of ribosomes to
nascent mRNA transcripts as they are being transcribed helps to prevent the free
RNA strands from invading homologous dsDNA to form R-loops. In support of this,
Massé and Drolet (1999) found that R-loop-dependent supercoiling increases when
translation is inhibited in E. coli cells. Likewise, certain types of RNAs that are
usually not translated after transcription, such as the ribosomal RNAs encoded by
the rrnB operon, have been observed to lead to the propagation of R-loops in vivo
and in vitro (Massé et al, 1997; Phoenix et al, 1997). In eukaryotes, where
transcription and translation are uncoupled, newly-synthesized RNA strands usually
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undergo post-transcriptional processing with any number of protein factors to form
ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes (Dreyfuss et al, 2002). This prevents the
reannealing with duplex DNA that creates R-loop structures on the chromosome,
and serves as an effective means of maintaining genomic stability during
transcription.
Although co-transcriptional R-loop formation has been linked to genomic
instability in eukaryotes, the actual mechanism behind this process is still unclear.
One possibility is based on the fact that ssDNA is known to be more susceptible to
damage than dsDNA. In yeast and E. coli cells, for example, elevated levels of
spontaneous mutations have been observed in highly transcribed regions of DNA
(Datta & Jinks-Robertson, 1995; Wright et al, 1999). This supports a model in which
the presence of R-loops, as a consequence of their displaced ssDNA strands, leads to
an increase in the vulnerability of the chromosome to the effects of DNA-damaging
agents. A second potential mechanism for R-loop-based genomic instability involves
R-loop structures acting as roadblocks to oncoming transcription elongation
complexes (TECs). Stalled TECs could be a likely source of collisions involving
replication fork machinery, leading to the generation of DSBs and other
recombination events in the newly-replicated DNA (Aguilera, 2002). Studies have
shown, in fact, that collisions between transcription and replication complexes can
facilitate transcription-associated recombination (TAR) in yeast cells (Prado &
Aguilera, 2005). Such roadblocks could explain why E. coli topA null mutants are
unable to accumulate full-length RNA transcripts (Baaklini et al, 2004), or why yeast
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THO mutants have transcriptional elongation defects (Huertas & Aguilera, 2003). In
a recent study, Gan et al (2011) demonstrated that co-transcriptional R-loop
formation leads to DNA rearrangements and increased recombination events in E.
coli cells. Their data provided the first evidence for a link between R-loop formation
and the impairment of genomic stability in prokaryotes. More importantly, though,
they also established that active replication is required for the manifestation of
these phenotypes, further implicating replication fork collisions as a source of
genomic instability. Nevertheless, additional work still remains in order to elucidate
the precise mechanisms behind the deleterious effects of R-loops on chromosomal
integrity.
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2. McrBC assay for identifying oriK sites
2.1. Introduction
One of the previous attempts at isolating oriK sites from the chromosome
involved a shotgun cloning approach in which EcoRI fragments of the chromosome
were ligated to a vector and selected for autonomously replicating sequences in an
rnhA- strain (Nishitani et al, 1993). Although this method was not ultimately
successful in isolating the oriK sequences, we decided to develop a variation of this
general approach that selects for replicating plasmids on the basis of their
methylation states during replication in vivo. In E. coli cells, daughter strands are
methylated at their GATC sequences by the enzyme DNA adenine methyltransferase
(Dam) during replication (Marinus, 1996). This feature of the E. coli system plays an
important role in a number of functions ranging from gene expression modulation
to mismatch repair. Incidentally, the methylation state of DNA is also an important
factor governing the restriction of foreign DNA within the cell. Many wild-type
strains of E. coli K-12 possess a number of methylation-specific enzymes (EcoKI,
Mrr, etc.) that recognize and destroy foreign DNA on the basis of their methylation
states (Raleigh et al, 1988; Wilson & Murray, 1991). One of these restriction
systems is controlled by the activity of the McrBC enzyme, an endonuclease that
recognizes and cleaves DNA containing methylcytosine on one or both strands, but
does not act upon unmethylated DNA. The recognition sequence for McrBC consists
of two half-sites of the form (G/A)mC separated by up to 3 kb, with an optimal
separation of 55-103 bp. We took advantage of this specificity to develop an assay
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for isolating oriK sequences from the chromosome, using McrBC as a tool for
distinguishing between replicated and unreplicated DNA on the basis of their
differing states of methylation. Moreover, the McrBC enzyme has also been purified
and is available commercially, so the assay was able to be implemented in vitro as
well.
The McrBC assay, outlined in Figure 2-1, relies on the restriction of AluImethylated plasmid DNA by the McrBC enzyme. AluI is a methyltransferase that
modifies the cytosine residue of the sequence AGCT to produce a recognition halfsite for McrBC, which cleaves both fully and hemi-methylated DNA. The assay is
designed to isolate DNA fragments containing replication origins by eliminating
plasmids that fail to undergo the rounds of replication required to achieve
resistance against McrBC action. The DNA sequence of interest is first cloned into a
vector plasmid containing the ampicillin-resistance gene and the gamma (γ) origin
of replication from the plasmid R6K. This conditional origin is only active in the
presence of the pi protein (encoded by the pir gene) (Chen et al, 1998), so it can be
effectively switched on and off depending on which strain harbors the plasmid.
After the ligation of the DNA sequence into the vector, the final plasmid construct is
methylated with AluI methylase and then electroporated into a pir-deficient, cSDRconstitutive strain (rnhA- or recG-) with an mcrBCΔ deletion. This deletion prevents
the digestion of the AluI-methylated plasmid DNA by E. coli’s internal foreign DNA
restriction system. In addition, the absence of the pi protein in this strain ensures
that any plasmid replication that occurs in vivo initiates from a novel cloned origin
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present and not from the R6K-γ origin. Following the electroporation of the plasmid
into the cSDR strain, the cell outgrowth is incubated for 3 hours, after which plasmid
DNA is extracted from the cells and then treated (or not) with McrBC endonuclease.
Since McrBC acts upon both fully- and hemi-methylated DNA, the plasmid needs to
have undergone at least two rounds of replication in the cSDR strain in order to
become resistant to digestion by the enzyme. The two reaction samples (untreated
and +McrBC) are then electroporated into a pir+ mcrBCΔ strain in order to allow
replication of any surviving plasmids via the R6K-γ origin, and ampicillin-resistant
transformants are selected for. A comparison of the numbers of transformants per
plasmid prep is then used to determine the amount of plasmid replication that took
place in the cSDR strain.
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Figure 2-1: Overview of the McrBC assay.
Starting plasmid pools are constructed by cloning ClaI-digested DNA fragments into the unique ClaI
site of the plasmid vector pBJ6, which contains an ampicillin-resistance gene and the conditional
gamma (γ) origin from the plasmid R6K. The R6K-γ origin is only active in the presence of the pir
gene. Plasmids are first methylated with AluI methyltransferase, then electroporated into rnhA- pirmcrBCΔ cells and incubated at 37°C for either 15 or 180 minutes. Following the incubation, plasmid
DNA is extracted from the harvested cells and added to reactions either with or without McrBC
endonuclease. The two reactions are then electroporated into electrocompetent pir+ mcrBCΔ cells
(with a normal 60 minute outgrowth), and ampicillin-resistant transformants are selected for on LB
agar plates. See the text for additional details.
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2.2. Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains
The cSDR-expressing strain used in the McrBC assay (NZ5) was an rnhAderivative of E. coli strain ER1793 (F- fhuA2 Δ(lacZ)r1 glnV44 e14-(McrA-) trp-31 his1 rpsL104 xyl-7 mtl-2 metB1 Δ(mcrC-mrr)114::IS10) (NEB #E4101S). The pir+ strain
used in the last step of the assay was Epicentre® strain EC100D pir+, with genotype
F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) φ80dlacZΔM15 ΔlacX74 recA1 endA1 araD139 Δ(ara,
leu)7697 galU galK λ- rpsL nupG pir+(DHFR).
Plasmids
Vector plasmid pBJ6 was constructed by replacing the replication origin of
pBR322 (GenBank Accession # J01749) with the pir-dependent gamma (γ) origin
from the R6K plasmid (Kontomichalou et al, 1970). Briefly, one of the RcaI sites of
pBR322 (3194) was first mutated into an NcoI site using the QuikChange SiteDirected Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene), and then the resulting plasmid (pBJ1) was
digested with NcoI and AflIII to generate a 3641 bp fragment missing the replication
origin. Finally, a 306 bp PCR fragment containing the R6K-γ origin from NEB
plasmid pGPS4 (also cut with NcoI and AflIII) was ligated to the 3641 bp fragment to
produce the pBJ6 plasmid. Primers used to generate the R6K-γ origin PCR fragment
were 5’-CGATCCATGGCCCTGGCTTGTTGTC-3’ and 5’CGACATGTCATATGGAAGATCAGCAGTTC-3’.
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Plasmid pools 1A, 1B, and 1C were created by ligating ClaI-digested genomic
DNA from an rnhA- strain to ClaI-linearized pBJ6 DNA. The ligation reactions were
subsequently electroporated into EC100D pir+ cells, and plasmid DNA was extracted
from the pooled ampicillin-resistant transformants using a Qiagen® Plasmid Midi
kit. The total numbers of transformants used to make the three pools were 648,
518, and 775, respectively (1941 in total). The 1A II, 1B II, and 1C II plasmid pools
were comprised of 50, 57, and 103 transformants, respectively.
The McrBC assay
Starting plasmid DNA used for the assay was first methylated with Alu
methyltransferase, and the methylation status was confirmed by digesting with
McrBC (which digests AluI-methylated DNA) and AluI restriction endonuclease
(which cannot). AluI-methylated plasmid DNA was electroporated into NZ5 (rnhApir- mcrBCΔ) electrocompetent cells and diluted 1:4 in TB before incubating the
outgrowth for either 15 or 180 minutes. Following the incubation, plasmid DNA
was extracted from the harvested cells using the Qiagen® Qiaprep Spin Miniprep
Kit, and 8 µl samples were used to set up two reactions, either with or without
McrBC (10 units) and Lambda Exonuclease (5 units). Also set up at this point were
control reactions with methylated and unmethylated versions of the starting
plasmid for the assay run (25 ng each). All four sets of reactions were incubated at
37°C for 90 minutes, inactivated at 65°C for 20 minutes, and dialyzed over 10%
glycerol using a mini dialysis unit. They were then electroporated into EC100D pir+
electrocompetent cells (supercompetent versions from Epicentre®), plated on LB
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agar plates containing ampicillin (twice each), and incubated at 37°C. The
ampicillin-resistant transformants were subsequently counted.
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2.3. Results
McrBC assay results with control plasmids
In order to test the efficiency of the assay, we set up runs with two different
control plasmids. For the positive control, we utilized pBR322, a widely-used and
reliable cloning vector containing the ColE1 origin of replication. The negative
control plasmid (pBJ6) was derived from pBR322 by replacing its ColE1 origin with
the R6K-γ origin. In each case, AluI-methylated plasmid DNA was first
electroporated into rnhA- pir- mcrBCΔ cells, which were then shaken at 37°C for
either 15 or 120 minutes. At each of these two timepoints, plasmid DNA was
extracted from the harvested cells and samples were either untreated or digested
with the McrBC enzyme.
The 15-minute timepoint served as a negative control for the assay; cells
harvested at this time were not expected to contain replicated plasmids after such a
short interval of growth. By contrast, 120 minutes was chosen as a suitable period
of time for a plasmid with a functional origin to undergo two full rounds of
replication. As a key component of our assay, it was also important for restriction
by the McrBC enzyme to be both extensive and specific enough to selectively
eliminate unreplicated plasmid from the total plasmid DNA extracted from the cSDR
cells. Thus, in addition to the 15’ and 120’ samples, each run of the assay also
included samples of both AluI-methylated and unmethylated plasmid DNA in
separate reactions with or without McrBC. Finally, due to the nature of the
recognition sequence requirements for optimal McrBC cleavage (see Introduction),
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we anticipated that the enzyme could potentially generate large linear DNA
fragments from the circular plasmids during the reactions. Therefore, also added to
each McrBC digest reaction were 5 units of Lambda Exonuclease, an enzyme that
preferentially digests dsDNA fragments (in particular, those that would have been
left undigested by the McrBC endonuclease).
Following the four sets of reactions, samples were electroporated into pir+
mcrBCΔ cells and selected for ampicillin-resistant transformants. The average
numbers of transformants recovered per outgrowth were used to compare the
transformation efficiencies of the McrBC-digested reaction samples with the
untreated ones. The results showed that McrBC restricted the methylated plasmid
DNA by about 3 orders of magnitude, while the unmethylated DNA was only slightly
affected (Figure 2-2). These two controls effectively demonstrated that the McrBC
restriction was both efficient and selective, and this was consistent between the two
types of plasmids. For the incubations in the cSDR strain, both of the plasmids were
significantly restricted by the McrBC enzyme at the 15’ timepoint, similar to the
methylated plasmid DNA control. However, pBR322 — as a plasmid with a
functional origin — became resistant to the enzyme after 120’ (Figure 2-2a), unlike
the negative control plasmid pBJ6 (Figure 2-2b). These results of our runs with the
control plasmids established that the McrBC assay functioned correctly as designed.
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Figure 2-2: McrBC assay results with control plasmids.
The McrBC assay was run as outlined in Figure 2-1, using (a) the positive control plasmid pBR322 or
(b) the negative control plasmid pBJ6 (the vector) as the starting plasmid. For each run, four sets of
+/- McrBC reactions were set up with four different DNA samples: AluI-methylated plasmid DNA
(Meth); unmethylated plasmid DNA (Unmeth); and plasmid DNA extracted from rnhA- pir- mcrBCΔ
cells after 15’ or 120’ outgrowths at 37°C. Samples from each set were subsequently electroporated
into pir+ mcrBCΔ cells and average numbers of ampicillin-resistant transformants per outgrowth
were determined from two parallel platings.
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Plasmid libraries containing chromosomal fragments
The McrBC assay was designed to identify origin activity from DNA
fragments cloned into a vector plasmid. In order to analyze the chromosome of E.
coli using the assay, we constructed plasmid libraries by cloning genomic DNA
fragments into the unique ClaI site on the vector plasmid pBJ6 (Figure 2-1). There
are roughly 1,400 ClaI fragments within the chromosome, with an average length of
3.3 kb and about 84% under 6 kb in size. Genomic DNA from an rnhA- derivative of
the NapIV strain was digested with ClaI and ligated to ClaI-linearized pBJ6 plasmid
DNA, then electroporated thrice into a pir+ strain, selecting for ampicillin-resistant
transformants. These three electroporations produced the plasmid libraries 1A, 1B,
and 1C, from a total of 1,922 transformants. Screening of these libraries showed
that about 67% of the plasmids contained an insertion at the unique ClaI site on the
pBJ6 vector (data not shown).
For the analysis of our plasmid libraries, one of the factors that had to be
taken into account was the understanding that chromosomal oriK sites are relatively
weak origins, as previous studies have suggested. To compensate for this, the
incubation time for the electroporation outgrowth was increased from 120 to 180
minutes in order to allow enough time for any potential oriK-containing plasmids to
complete two rounds of replication, albeit at a slower rate. The strategy for
analyzing the plasmid libraries was to put them through two cycles of the assay,
using a pool of the transformants from the 180’ McrBC reactions of the first round as
the starting plasmid DNA for the next round. The rationale behind this strategy was
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that the first run would eliminate most of the non-replicating plasmids (particularly
those without an insert), and then the resulting pool would become further enriched
for replicating plasmids in a second round of the assay.
The McrBC restriction observed during the first round with the plasmid
libraries, shown in Figure 2-3a, was about 3 orders of magnitude. This level of
restriction was consistent with our expectation that the initial run would eliminate
most of the non-replicating plasmids, as mentioned above. To prepare the starting
plasmid DNA for the second round, each of the three sets of 180’ McrBC reactions
was electroporated twice into supercompetent pir+ mcrBCΔ cells (Epicentre®). The
resulting ampicillin-resistant transformants (210 in total) were then pooled
together and plasmid DNA extracted from them. Processing these new plasmid
pools through the McrBC assay, we observed that the McrBC restriction was
dramatically lower for the 180’ samples (Figure 2-3b), consistent with the plasmid
pools becoming more composed of replicating plasmids following the first round of
the assay.
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Figure 2-3: McrBC assay results with plasmid pools containing genomic DNA.
Three plasmid pools (1A, 1B, and 1C) containing ClaI-digested fragments from the chromosome were
constructed and used as starting plasmid DNA for the McrBC assay as outlined in Figure 2-1.
Following an initial round with these pools (a), the recovered ampicillin-resistant transformants
from the 180’ +McrBC reaction samples were pooled together from the plates and used to prepare
new starting pools (1A II, 1B II, and 1C II) for a second round of the assay (b). See Materials and
Methods for additional details.
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To further analyze these results, plasmid DNA was extracted from the
transformant colonies of the 1B II 180’ McrBC plates and screened for inserts by
digesting with ClaI and running out on an agarose gel. Out of a total of 17 samples
that were examined, we found that only two contained an insertion at the ClaI site of
the pBJ6 vector. Interestingly, these two plasmids’ inserts corresponded to the 2.7
kb ClaI fragment of the oriC region in the chromosome. This plasmid, subsequently
named pBJ7, had been expected to be isolated on account of its functional origin,
and thus also served as an internal control for the efficiency of the McrBC assay. The
remaining 15 sample plasmids, however, were not cut by the ClaI enzyme, indicating
that they could be variants of some kind. 13 of these were ~1.5 kb in size, while the
other two were high molecular weight (MW) plasmids greater than 7 kb. Upon
further investigation, we also found that only the two high MW plasmids were able
to transform a pir- strain (DH5α), signifying the presence of a pir-independent
replication origin; the other 13 plasmids, however, could not. The true identity and
nature of these different plasmids, however, remains unknown pending further
analysis.
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2.4. Discussion:
We designed the McrBC assay with the hope that it could be used to isolate
chromosomal DNA fragments that possessed replication origin activity within rnhA
mutants of E. coli, and could therefore be oriK sites. To do so, we took advantage of
the preference of the McrBC endonuclease for DNA strands methylated at specific
sequences. The methylation states on both strands of the chromosome change
during the replication process in vivo, and this affects the digestion of the DNA by
the McrBC enzyme as a consequence. As described in the Results above, we found
that the assay worked effectively with both positive and negative control plasmids,
demonstrating both efficiency and selectivity of digestion. The transformation
efficiency of an AluI-methylated negative control plasmid after a 120-minute
outgrowth in an rnhA mutant strain was reduced by almost 3 orders of magnitude
following digestion with McrBC (Figure 2-2b). By contrast, that of the positive
control plasmid pBR322, which possesses a strong ColE1 replication origin, stayed
essentially the same (Figure 2-2a).
The results of runs with plasmid libraries containing fragments of the
chromosome showed that the assay held a lot of promise for isolating origin
fragments, but also revealed the need to prevent the propagation of contaminant
plasmids. On the one hand, therefore, we found that the assay was able to segregate
the oriC-containing plasmid (pBJ7) from the pool, thus confirming the presence of
an internal control that we had expected to find. On the other hand, the McrBC
assay was also able to isolate replicating plasmids that were very unlike any that
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were made for the plasmid libraries. The smaller variants of ~1.5 kb were possibly
deletion mutants comprising of essentially just the pir-dependent replication origin
and the ampicillin resistance gene. They could have survived the McrBC treatment
because their small sizes provided fewer ideal recognition sites for the enzyme; as
mentioned earlier, the recognition half-sites for McrBC can be separated by up to 3
kb. As a result, they may not have been digested. Conversely, the larger
contaminants seemed to possess a pir-independent origin that allowed them to
transform the wild-type strain DH5α. Both of these variant/contaminant plasmids
were nevertheless unable to be cut with the ClaI enzyme, unlike pBJ7; thus, their
identities and the mechanisms by which they were formed remain unknown,
pending further study.
Future directions
Future repeats of this assay could be improved by the implementation of a
number of changes to its elements. One of these changes, already mentioned above,
would be to limit the exposure of the plasmid libraries to potentially contaminating
DNA during the experiments. The most practical way of doing this would be to take
extra care to ensure that the pipette tips, tubes, and other equipment that are used
in the experiments remain as sterile as possible throughout the assay. One of the
contaminants we encountered (and ultimately identified) in an early run of the
assay was actually pBSPLO-, a plasmid that had been used previously in the lab for
T4-related work. The McrBC assay is sensitive enough that a single contaminant
plasmid is capable of dominating the surviving replicons and leading to unclear
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results. On the other hand, it could also be possible for DNA rearrangements to
produce variants in the form of replicating plasmids made up of only segments of
the vector, as we speculate may have been the case with the ~1.5 kb plasmids we
found. Could such plasmids possibly be the byproducts of repair processes or
recombination mechanisms that occur in the cell, perhaps even involving oriK?
Determining the DNA sequences of such contaminants would be the key to
understanding how they may have formed.
Another important change would be to improve the preparation of the
plasmid libraries used for the assay. The total number of transformants used to
make our 3 plasmid libraries was 1,922, with about two-thirds (~1,281) containing
an insert at the ClaI site of the vector. Considering that the MG1655 chromosome
contains about 1,400 ClaI fragments in total, it is clear that our libraries could not
have represented the entire genome sequence of E. coli, especially since some of the
fragments would have been repeated between the three libraries. A more ideal
plasmid library would consist of at least 3-fold the number of ClaI fragments of the
chromosome in order to ensure comprehensive coverage.
Another possible improvement to the assay could be to convert to an in vivo
system of McrBC restriction by utilizing mcrBCΔ and mcrBC+ strains instead of the
untreated and McrBC-digested reactions, respectively. This system would employ
the internal foreign DNA restriction system in E. coli to eliminate unreplicated (and
thus still methylated) plasmids after the long incubation in the rnhA- strain. By so
doing, some of the routine loss of DNA that occurs during the subsequent digestion
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and electroporation steps of the assay could be mitigated. Likewise, this could also
help to minimize the exposure of the plasmid pools to outside contaminants. A
number of our previous experiments did show a clear distinction between the levels
of McrBC restriction for unmethylated versus methylated plasmid DNA in mcrBC+
strains. However, more controlled experiments are needed to make a clearer
assessment of the technical advantages of using an in vivo restriction system over
the current in vitro framework of the assay.
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3. Native oriK site activity in the E. coli chromosome
3.1. Introduction
The normal cycle of replication in E. coli is a highly coordinated process that
begins with the DnaA-mediated opening of the DNA duplex at the chromosomal
origin site oriC. Following the assembly of replication machinery at the site,
replication proceeds bi-directionally around the circular chromosome until the two
replication forks meet at the terminus region. The DnaA protein is not only one of
the key regulators of replication initiation in the cell, it is also essential for cell
viability. However, E. coli cells also possess an alternative mode of DNA replication,
termed constitutive stable DNA replication (cSDR), that is independent of DnaA or
concomitant protein synthesis (Kogoma, 1997). cSDR is normally repressed under
physiological cell conditions, but studies suggest that it may play a bigger role in the
context of a number of cellular processes, even in wild-type cells (Hong et al, 1996).
cSDR can drive chromosomal DNA replication in mutants of the rnhA and recG
genes, which encode RNase HI and RecG, respectively (Hong et al, 1995; Ogawa et al,
1984). These two proteins are involved in the removal of RNA from R-loops (RNADNA hybrids in otherwise duplex DNA) that form on the chromosome. Based on
these and other observations, the late Tokio Kogoma proposed that replication
initiation via cSDR involves the invasion of a DNA duplex at a specific site on the
chromosome (an oriK site) by a homologous RNA transcript from a polymerase (von
Meyenburg et al, 1987). In this model, the invading RNA strand acts as a primer for
replication initiation and the displaced DNA strand serves as an assembly site for
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the replicative helicase. Kogoma discovered about five such oriK sites in the
chromosome, but was only able to map them to broad, 150-200 kb regions using an
imprecise chromosomal marker frequency approach (de Massy et al, 1984).
Kogoma’s group made great progress towards understanding the protein
requirements for cSDR, but a large gap in our knowledge is the true nature of oriK
sites, which Kogoma proposed to be transcription units prone to R-loop formation.
Isolating the exact locations of the oriK sequences in the E. coli chromosome would
therefore allow us to learn more about the specific DNA elements responsible for
oriK activity.
Ultimately, one of the key purposes of these studies is to expand our
understanding of how R-loops form during transcription and replication in E. coli, as
well as their roles in the impairment of genomic stability in the chromosome. Stable
R-loops are normally uncommon in the cell under physiological conditions, but have
been shown to have a detrimental effect on the integrity of the chromosome when
present in large numbers. R-loops have previously been linked to DNA
rearrangements, double strand break (DSB) formation, and transcriptional
elongation defects in species ranging from yeast to humans (Aguilera & GarciaMuse, 2012). Furthermore, strains with a limited capacity to remove R-loops tend
to be unhealthy, as evidenced by the SOS-constitutive phenotypes of rnhA and recG
mutants, as well as the inviability of the rnhA recG double mutant (Hong et al, 1995).
Recent work has also begun to reveal a connection between genomic instability and
the formation of RNA-DNA hybrids in cancer cells (Potenski & Klein, 2011). Our
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study of the oriK system in E. coli is geared towards improving our understanding of
the mechanisms underlying the propagation of R-loop structures in the cell, and
their effects on chromosomal integrity.
One of the early attempts to isolate the native oriK sites of E. coli was a
plasmid-based approach that involved cloning fragments of the chromosome into a
vector carrying an antibiotic resistance marker. These clones were moved into an
rnhA- host and then subsequently screened for oriK activity by selecting for
kanamycin-resistant transformants. What the group unexpectedly discovered were
not actually autonomous replication origins (as they had hoped for), but instead
eight separate EcoRI chromosomal fragments that behaved as homologous
recombination hotspots (Nishitani et al, 1993). Covalently closed circular (ccc)
plasmid-like DNA containing these “Hot” DNA fragments, as they were called, were
recovered at much higher concentrations in rnhA- mutants than in wild-type cells.
Interestingly, they also observed that Hot DNA could not be stably transformed into
a host strain containing a deletion of the corresponding region on the chromosome.
Furthermore, Hot activity was found to be dependent on the presence of Chi, a
specific 8-bp sequence (5’-GCTGGTGG-3’) distributed frequently around the E. coli
chromosome (Horiuchi et al, 1994). Chi sequences alter the enzymatic activities of
the RecBCD enzyme during recombination by attenuating its 3’→5’ nuclease activity
and activating its 5’→3’ nuclease function, leading to the subsequent generation of
an invasive 3’ ssDNA strand for the RecA protein. These observations led to a model
in which Hot ccc DNA is reversibly integrated into and excised from the
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chromosome via homologous recombination with its chromosomal counterpart in
an rnhA- strain. This frequent exchange was reasoned to be responsible for Hot
activity. The most intriguing aspect of the Horiuchi group’s findings, however, were
the locations of the Hot fragments found. With the exception of HotH, every Hot
fragment was located in the terminus region of the chromosome, between the
replication fork pause sites TerA and TerB. This proximity to the terminus region
suggested that there could be a link between Hot activity and replication
termination, so they followed up with experiments examining the effects of tus
mutations on Hot activity, and discovered that three of the Hot fragments (A, B, and
C) were dependent on tus, while three others (D, F, and G) were not (Horiuchi et al,
1994). Interestingly, HotA, B, and C are actually located directly adjacent to Ter
sites. Based on this evidence, they postulated that the Tus-dependent Hot activity
was reliant on the replication termination event at the Ter site. The formation of a
DSB at the stalled fork, possibly at a single-stranded segment of the lagging strand,
could act as an entrance site for the RecBCD enzyme, which would then translocate
to the Chi site located at the adjacent Hot fragment. The Tus-independent Hot
fragments, on the other hand, were dependent on a different mechanism of DSB
formation activated in rnhA mutants to allow RecBCD to operate.
The results of the Horiuchi group work prompted us to focus our attention
on the terminus region in our search for oriK sites, for a couple of reasons. First,
two of the major sites identified by Kogoma are located within this region, although
their positions are not narrowed down very well. Based on the model by Horiuchi
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et al (1994), it is possible that oriK activity could be related to the functioning of the
Tus-independent Hot fragments identified by the group. Secondly, focusing on the
terminus region also provided an additional tool we could utilize in our search for
oriK sites: the accumulation of blocked forks that pause at Ter sites during
replication termination. By employing the technique of two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis (Friedman & Brewer, 1995), we were able to visualize and
quantitate the replication forks that stall upon arriving at a Tus-Ter complex from
the non-permissive side. We attempted to localize oriK sites by inserting artificial
Ter sites at specific locations within the terminus region and observing the effects
on the concentration of forks stalled at the natural TerB site downstream. In
addition, we followed up with microarray and deep sequencing analyses of the
genomes of rnhA- strains in order to identify regions of origin activity throughout
the chromosome that could be likely oriK sites.
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3.2. Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains
All strains used in this study were derivatives of E. coli MG1655 (F- λ- ilvGrfb-50 rph-1). Strains AQ12251 (rnhA339::cat) and AQ12257 (rnhA339::cat
dnaA850::Tn10) were kindly provided by Dr. Steven Sandler (University of
Massachusetts, Amherst), and additionally contain a deletion of the Eut/CPZ55
prophage. The nine strains containing artificial Ter insertions (see Figures 3-4 and
3-11) were all derivatives of rnhA- strain AQ12251.
Plasmids and primers
Plasmid pKD13 Plus was made by using the QuikChange® II Site-Directed
Mutagenesis Kit to insert the 23-bp TerA sequence (5’AATTAGTATGTTGTAACTAAAGT-3’) at position 1311 on plasmid pKD13 (Baba et al,
2006). PCR primers used were 5’GGAACTTCGAACTAATTAGTATGTTGTAACTAAAGTGCAGGTCGACGGATCCCCGG-3’
and 5’CCGGGGATCCGTCGACCTGCACTTTAGTTACAACATACTAATTAGTTCGAAGTTCC-3’.
To prepare Mini-λ plasmid for the recombineering experiments, DH10B cells
containing the plasmid were grown up to log phase at 30°C, and then incubated at
42°C to induce the excision of the plasmid from the chromosome (Court et al, 2003).
Plasmid DNA was then extracted from the cells using the Plasmid Midi kit from
Qiagen®.
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Preparation of recombineering PCR fragments
Appropriate primers targeting the gene of interest on the chromosome were
first used to generate a PCR product containing the artificial TerA site and
kanamycin resistance gene from the plasmid pKD13 Plus. Primers typically
consisted of a 50-nt 5’ end corresponding to a DNA sequence flanking the gene of
interest (see Baba et al, 2006), followed by a 20-nt sequence flanking the region
containing the kanamycin resistance gene and the artificial TerA site in the plasmid
pKD13 Plus (5’-TGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTCG-3’ for “UP” or 5’ATTCCGGGGATCCGTCGACC-3’ for “DN”).
Cells containing Mini-λ plasmid were grown up to an OD599 of 0.5 with
shaking at 32°C. The cell volume was then split into two, and one half was incubated
at 42°C for 15 minutes to induce the Mini-λ plasmid, while the other was incubated
at 32°C as a negative control. The two sets were chilled on ice following their
incubations, and were used to prepare electrocompetent cells using ice-cold water.
The recombineering PCR product generated above was then electroporated into
both electrocompetent cells, and kanamycin-resistant transformants were selected
on LB agar plates containing kanamycin. Mock electroporations were also included.
A successful recombineering experiment produced kanamycin-resistant colonies
from the induced cells but not in the other three controls. Successfullyrecombineered strains were then screened by PCR, using primers flanking the
original gene in the chromosome.
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Preparation of genomic DNA embedded in agarose plugs
E. coli cells were grown in rich media at 37°C to an OD599 of 0.4. For each
agarose plug to be made, 4 mls of cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6000 × g
for 10 minutes (4°C). Using the Bio-Rad CHEF Bacterial Genomic DNA Plug Kit
(#170-3592), harvested cells were resuspended in Cell Suspension Buffer (10 mM
Tris pH 7.2, 20 mM NaCl, 50 mM EDTA), equilibrated at 50°C, and mixed with a 2%
low melting-point agarose solution (also equilibrated at 50°C). The cell/agarose
mixture was immediately poured into a plug mold and allowed to solidify at 4°C for
15 minutes. Afterwards, each plug was retrieved and incubated in a 1 mg/ml
lysozyme solution for 2 hours at 37°C, followed by an overnight incubation in a 1
mg/ml Proteinase K solution. Plugs were then washed four times in Wash Buffer
(20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA) and went on to be used for two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis. Extra plugs were stored stably at 4°C for up to 3 months.
Digestion of agarose-embedded genomic DNA
Agarose plugs were immersed in 1 ml TE buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM
EDTA) and chilled on ice for 15-30 minutes, inverting occasionally. The TE buffer
was then replaced with 300 µl of the appropriate 1X restriction endonuclease buffer,
and chilled on ice again for 15-30 minutes. The restriction endonuclease buffer was
then replaced with fresh buffer containing 100 units of the restriction enzyme, and
the plugs were incubated overnight at 37°C.
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2D agarose gel electrophoresis
Following the overnight digestion, plugs were chilled on ice and buffer was
carefully removed. Plugs were then equilibrated in 1 ml of 0.5X TBE running buffer
(44.5 mM Tris-HCl, 44.5 mM borate, 1 mM disodium EDTA) on ice for 15-30
minutes. Plugs were carefully loaded into the wells of a 12 × 14 cm 0.4% agarose gel
and covered with molten 0.5% low melting-point agarose. The wells were allowed
to solidify for 15 minutes at 4°C, and then the gel was run in 0.5X TBE buffer at 15V
for 24 hours. Following this first-dimension run, the second dimension gel was
prepared as done by Friedman and Brewer (1995). Briefly, slices of each lane were
carefully cut out from the first-dimension gel at appropriate positions, and cast
across the top of the second-dimension 1% agarose gel. The resulting 2D gel was
then run in 0.5X TBE buffer containing 0.3 µg/ml ethidium bromide at 150V for 15
hours. In order to visualize replication intermediates, a Southern blot was
performed on the 2D gel using radioactive DNA probes specific to the region(s) of
interest. Probes were generated by PCR and radiolabeled using the Random Primed
DNA Labeling kit from Roche®. All blots were visualized using the Storm 820
Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics®) and quantitated with ImageQuant
software (Molecular Dynamics®).
Microarray analysis
Genomic DNA used for microarray analysis was prepared as described
(Wang et al, 2007). Briefly, 25 mls of a cell culture grown to an OD599 of 0.5 were
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mixed with an equal volume of ice-cold methanol, and centrifuged at 8000 × g for 30
minutes at 4°C. Supernatant was poured off, and pellets were shipped on dry ice to
Dr. Jade Wang at Baylor College of Medicine (Houston, TX) for genomic DNA
purification and labeling. In the Wang lab, DNA samples were hybridized to Agilent
oligo-arrays following the Agilent oligo-aCGH procedure, and analyzed using the
Agilent Feature extraction software (see Tehranchi et al, 2010).
Deep sequencing analysis
DNA used for deep sequencing analysis was prepared by harvesting 4 mls of
cells growing in rich media at an OD599 of 0.5 and extracting genomic DNA using the
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit from Qiagen®. Reads were assembled to the reference
sequence MG1655 (GenBank Accession # 000913.2) using the Geneious® software,
and read counts were generated with JMP Genomics® software.
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3.3. Results
The termination events of replication in E. coli take place in an area of the
terminus known as the replication trap, a 267 kb region delimited by the innermost
Ter sites, TerA and TerC. The ten known Ter sites, shown in Figure 1-1, are
sequences to which the termination protein Tus binds in a polar manner, blocking
the progression of incoming replication forks from one direction but not the other.
The innermost Ter sites are oriented such that clockwise-moving forks stall first at
TerC, while the counter-clockwise forks do so at TerA. In order to visualize these
stalled forks, we made use of two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis, a technique
that allows digested DNA fragments to be separated by shape as well as size, thus
making it possible to distinguish between different kinds of replication
intermediates. The collection of Y-shaped replication intermediates that form as a
result of a replication fork moving through a restriction fragment produce the “Y
arc” on 2D gel blots (Figure 3-1). When replication forks are stalled at a specific
location such as a Ter site, they form an accumulation of Y-shaped structures which
appear as a spot on the Y arc, and can be quantitated as well.
Blocked forks at Ter sites accumulate at greater levels in rnhA- strains
cSDR is active in rnhA- strains, and is the mechanism responsible for the
initiation of replication from oriK sites on the chromosome. As a result of this added
origin activity, a greater number of replication forks are expected to be blocked at
Ter sites in rnhA- strains than in the wild-type. To test this, we set up 2D gels to
analyze the replication fork intermediates at the TerB and TerC sites of wild-type
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and rnhA- derivatives of E. coli MG1655. Exponentially growing cells were first
harvested and lysed while embedded in low melting-point agarose plugs in order to
extract their large genomic DNAs without shearing them. The plugs were then
digested with appropriate restriction enzymes and run on agarose gels in two
different dimensions, separating the DNA fragments by both size and shape (see
Materials and Methods). Finally, the gels were transferred to membranes and
probed for the two Ter regions of interest via Southern blotting, producing the 2D
gel blots shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-1: Replication intermediates of a 2D gel.
The Y-arc represents the series of Y-shaped replication intermediates that are formed by the
movement of a single replication fork through the restriction fragment. The linear DNA spot (also
known as the monomer or 1n spot) is the collection of non-replicating restriction fragments from the
digest.

Each blot clearly revealed an accumulation of replication intermediates as a
large spot on the Y arc; this was an indicator of the Y-shaped structures of stalled
replication forks at the Ter site. In order to quantitate these spots, we assumed that
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the total digested DNA per 2D gel blot was essentially made up of the blocked forks
at Ter plus the linear, unreplicated DNA (the Linear DNA spot on the bottom right of
each 2D gel pattern; see Figure 3-1). The concentration of blocked forks at a Ter site
was thereby calculated as the percentage of total DNA as described. Upon
quantification of these spots (Figure 3-3), we found that the number of replication
forks blocked at the Ter sites is noticeably higher in the rnhA mutant than in the
wild-type strain — by about 11-fold at TerB and 7-fold at TerC. This observed
increase in stalled replication forks is presumably due to additional replication forks
originating from oriK sites on the chromosome, which are active in rnhA- strains.
The results also show that more forks are blocked at the TerC site than at TerB, by a
factor of 3 to 4. Located approximately 180° from oriC, TerC is usually the first
pause site to be reached by a replication fork from the origin; this block is
maintained until the counter-clockwise forks arrive from the opposite direction,
leading to a subsequent dissociation of the block. The TerB site is positioned to act
as a backup for TerC, and therefore blocks a lower number of replication forks as a
result, as reflected in our data.
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Figure 3-2: 2D gel blots of TerB and TerC.
Genomic DNA was extracted from log phase MG1655 (Wild-type) and AQ12251 (rnhA-) strains and
digested with EcoRI. Restriction fragments were run on a 2D gel and probed for the (a) TerB and (b)
TerC regions by Southern blotting (see Materials and Methods).

Figure 3-3: Quantitation of replication forks blocked at TerB and TerC.
The concentrations of blocked replication forks at TerB and TerC in both wild-type (MG1655) and
rnhA- (AQ12251) strains were quantitated from 2D gel blots of the regions (such as the ones shown
in Figure 3-2). The concentrations are represented as percentages of the total DNA per blot. See the
text for additional details.
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The TerB-C region may contain a potential oriK site
The orientations of the TerB and TerC sites in the terminus are such that TerB
is positioned to act as a backup for TerC, capturing replication forks that are able to
bypass the initial block at TerC (see Figure 1-1). This arrangement is advantageous
for analyzing oriK activity within the TerB-C region because the concentration of
replication forks blocked at TerB site can be monitored by 2D gel analysis. If an
artificial Ter site were to be inserted in a location downstream of an active oriK site
within the region, then the level of blocked fork intermediates at TerB would be
expected to drop accordingly. Doing so could also narrow down the location of a
potential oriK site by inserting Ter sites at specific locations. To do this, we used a
recombineering technique (Baba et al, 2006) to construct four different rnhAstrains containing a 23-bp TerA site insertion in place of the non-essential gene
yneK, flxA, ynfL, or ydgH (Figure 3-4). We then used 2D gels to analyze changes in
the concentration of TerB forks in each of the four insertion strains compared to the
normal rnhA- strain without an insertion.
One of the important considerations for our analysis was the fact that the
TerC site does not block all of the replication forks that arrive at it, and the ones that
do bypass it (the “bleedthrough”) are blocked downstream at TerB. To simplify our
analyses, we made the assumption that all of the artificial TerA insertions blocked
incoming forks with the same efficiency as each other. Based on this assumption,
we expected that the TerB fork reductions for the four insertion strains would be the
same across the board if no oriK sites were present in the region.
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Figure 3-4: Artificial Ter insertions in the TerB-C region of the E. coli chromosome.
Artificial TerA sites were recombineered into specific gene loci within the TerB-C region of rnhAstrains, as described in Materials and Methods. Two “double-insertion” strains (e and f) were made
by inserting an additional TerA site into existing “single-insertion” strains (a and c). All strains were
derivatives of rnhA- strain AQ12251.

2D gels of the Ter insertion regions confirmed that replication forks were
indeed blocked at the artificial Ter sites (data not shown). From the 2D gels of the
TerB region in our four insertion strains, we observed that the insertion at ydgH (the
closest of the four loci to the TerB site) produced the most dramatic reduction of
blocked forks at TerB (Figure 3-5). Notably, this reduction amounted to a 77%
decrease from an insertion just upstream at the ynfL locus, strongly suggesting that
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an oriK site was present in the region between the two genes. To examine this
further, we constructed a “double-insertion” rnhA- strain containing insertions at
both ydgH and ynfL, and observed that the insertion at ydgH produced the same
sharp reduction in blocked forks when paired with the ynfL insertion (Figure 3-6a;
compare ydgH+ynfL to ynfL). We therefore concluded that the 8.5 kb ydgH-ynfL
region was a strong candidate for an oriK site.

Figure 3-5: Concentrations of blocked forks at TerB in single-insertion rnhA- strains.
The concentrations of blocked replication forks at TerB were quantitated from 2D gel blots of the
four single-insertion rnhA- strains (see Figure 3-4, a through d), and compared to that of the parent
strain AQ12251 (no insert).

Next, we also reasoned that the sharp reduction in the concentration of TerB
forks in the yneK insertion strain indicated the presence of an oriK site within the
6.5 kb yneK-TerC region. This conclusion was further reinforced by the fact that this
region also contains the Tus-independent HotF site, which was postulated to be a
candidate for an oriK site (Nishitani et al, 1993). On the other hand, the slight
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differences we observed between insertions at the yneK, flxA, and ynfL loci were not
considered significant (Figure 3-5). In fact, a double-insertion strain containing the
flxA and yneK insertions also showed a lack of change (Figure 3-6b; compare
flxA+yneK to flxA), so we concluded that the 51.2 kb yneK-ynfL region did not contain
an oriK site.
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Figure 3-6: Effects of double Ter insertions on the concentration of blocked forks at TerB.
Concentrations of TerB forks in the two double-insertion strains (see Figure 3-4, e and f) were
quantitated and compared to the concentrations in the single-insertion strains indicated, as well as
the parent rnhA- strain (AQ12251) with no insert.
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Microarray analysis identifies a possible oriK site in the TerC-A region
In order to further investigate the locations of oriK sites in the E. coli
chromosome, we collaborated with Dr. Jade Wang from Baylor College of Medicine
(Houston, Texas) to analyze the copy numbers of genes in the chromosomes of
actively growing rnhA- cells via microarrays. The idea behind using this technique is
that copy numbers for the DNA sequences flanking an origin are expected to be
higher than in other regions of the chromosome. A similar hybridization approach
was originally used by Kogoma to identify his five oriK regions (de Massy et al,
1984), but was not as precise as today’s microarray technology. As a comparison,
Kogoma’s assay measured relative abundances using 21 markers, a significantly
lower coverage than the 4,230 loci from our microarray experiments. Genomic DNA
samples from our strains of interest were prepared and analyzed as described (see
Materials and Methods) by Ashley Tehranchi in the Jade Wang lab.
From the microarray data, we observed a typical pattern of copy numbers
exhibited by our wild-type strain MG1655, with a peak at the oriC region and a low
point at the terminus (Figure 3-7). In the rnhA- strain, however, we found that the
oriC peak was not as well-defined as in the wild-type, and the copy numbers across
most of the chromosome appeared to be more evenly distributed as well (Figure
3-8a). This strain contains a functional oriC but is also active for oriK sites. Most
notably, the data also revealed the presence of a peak in the terminus region, at
roughly 1.5 Mbp. To explore this further, we also examined the microarray profile
of an rnhA dnaA double mutant strain (in which oriK sites are active but oriC is not),
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and found the same peak in the terminus region (Figure 3-8b). Furthermore, the
microarray plot showed that the rnhA- dnaA- profile was the reverse of the wildtype, as a result of the inactive oriC. Based on these observations, we concluded that
the observed terminus peak in our graphs was very likely the location of the major
oriK site in the chromosome.

Figure 3-7: Microarray plot for wild-type strain MG1655.
Genomic DNA from log phase MG1655 cells was prepared for microarray analysis by the Jade Wang
lab, as described in the text. For all of our microarray analyses, relative DNA levels (log2) were
determined by co-hybridization of sample DNA and reference DNA (stationary phase MG1655) to
microarrays, and plotted as a function of gene positions. Locations of the innermost Ter sites A and C,
as well as the oriC site (3.9 Mb), are indicated.
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Figure 3-8: Microarray plots of two rnhA mutant strains.
Microarray profiles for log phase cells of (a) rnhA- and (b) rnhA- dnaA- strains were prepared as
described (see Figure 3-7). The two strains used were AQ12251 and AQ12257, respectively. The
locations of TerA, TerC, and the oriC origin (3.9 Mb) are indicated.
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Deep sequencing analysis also reveals oriK site in the TerC-A region
As a follow-up to our microarray analyses, we utilized next-generation
sequencing via Illumina Hi-Seq to examine the chromosomes from stationary phase
cells of the rnhA- and rnhA- dnaA- strains. Here too, we observed the same peak in
the terminus region in both cases (Figure 3-9). It was particularly striking to
observe this peak in stationary phase cells of the rnhA dnaA double mutant strain,
which possesses an inactive oriC. This strongly supported the idea that the main
driver of replication initiation was a major oriK site located within the terminus
region, which we observe as a peak in our genome profile for the strain.
It is important to note that we were only able to properly analyze stationary
phase cells from our deep sequencing data. Whereas stationary phase MG1655 had
a flat, featureless genome profile (Figure 3-10a), we found that the log phase
MG1655 cells had a very bumpy profile (Figure 3-10b), with various peaks and
valleys that were also observed in other log phase samples (data not shown). Our
interpretation of this result was that the genomic DNA could have possibly been
degraded as a result of the sample preparation method used (see Materials and
Methods). Therefore, utilizing a different genomic DNA prep method (such as the
one used for our microarray experiments) could be a likely solution.
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Figure 3-9: Deep sequencing plots of two rnhA mutant strains.
Genomic DNA from stationary phase cultures of (a) rnhA- and (b) dnaA- rnhA- cells were prepared for
deep sequencing as described in Materials and Methods. Read counts (log2) represent the total
number of sequencing reads per 100 bp bin, and are plotted against genome position. The locations
of TerA, TerC, and the oriC origin (3.9 Mb) are indicated. Strains used were AQ12251 and AQ12257,
respectively.
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Figure 3-10: Deep sequencing plots of our stationary and log phase MG1655 cells.
Stationary and log phase cells of our wild-type strain MG1655 were harvested and prepared for deep
sequencing as described (see Materials and Methods). Locations of TerA, TerC, and the oriC origin
(3.9 Mb) are indicated. See Figure 3-9 for additional details.
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Bubble traps of suspected oriK sites do not reveal presence of origin activity
Based on our microarray results, we decided to take a closer look at the area
surrounding the observed peak in the TerC-A region in order to isolate potential
oriK sites. One area of interest was a previously-identified origin located within the
Rac prophage region known as oriJ. Not much is known about this origin, but it has
previously been cloned into a plasmid and can only be maintained in a strain
containing a deletion of the Rac prophage region (Diaz et al, 1979). The oriJ site in E.
coli spans from the ydaR to the ydaW genes, and its arrangement is thought to be
similar to that of the replication region of bacteriophage lambda.
In order to analyze this region for origin activity, we designed a trap for
origin bubbles in our rnhA- strain by recombineering facing Ter sites at two gene loci
flanking both sides of the oriJ region, rzpR and sieB. These two Ter insertions were
oriented to block replication forks emanating from that region in two directions,
thereby serving as a replication “bubble trap” of sorts (see Figure 3-11a). The
construction was expected to make it more feasible to visualize the normally rare
replication bubbles from the region of genomic DNA, particularly since replication
forks move too quickly to be detected at significant levels without the trap. We then
utilized 2D gel electrophoresis to analyze the replication intermediates from the
strain, looking for accumulated replication bubbles. The 2D gel blot of the region,
however, did not reveal the presence of any replication bubbles. What we observed
were two spots on the Y-arc that represent the accumulation of replication forks
from oriC or external oriK sites that were blocked at each end of the bubble trap
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(which essentially replaced the TerC-A region as the chromosomal replication fork
trap in this strain) (see Figure 3-11a). Thus, we were able to conclude that the oriJ
site in the chromosome does not function as a true origin of replication in the
context of the chromosome under these conditions.
As a follow-up, we also constructed bubble traps in rnhA- strains around two
other regions suspected of containing oriK sites: the yneK-TerC and the ynfL-ydgH
regions in the TerB-C region. In both cases we also found no evidence for bubble
intermediates, but observed the accumulation of replication forks being blocked on
both ends of the bubble trap (see Figure 3-11b and c).
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Figure 3-11: 2D gels of bubble trap regions.
Bubble traps were constructed by recombineering two facing TerA sites flanking both sides of the
following regions suspected of oriK activity: (a) the 4.2 kb region containing the oriJ site; (b) the 6.5
kb region between ydgH and ynfL; and (c) the 8.7 kb region between the yneK locus and the TerC site.
The bubble trap in (c) was prepared by first flipping the direction of the natural TerC site via
recombineering.
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3.4. Discussion
The ultimate goal of this study was to localize the native origin sequences
responsible for constitutive stable DNA replication (cSDR) in E. coli — the so-called
oriK sites. Following our plasmid-based approach detailed in the previous chapter,
we decided to focus our attention on the terminus region of the chromosome in our
search. One of the primary reasons for doing so was the fact that two out of the five
oriK sites identified by Kogoma were localized to the terminus region, and
moreover, were also found to be the most active (de Massy et al, 1984). Kogoma
utilized a marker frequency technique in his approach that covered only 21 loci in
the chromosome, so the identified oriK positions were only limited to broad regions
that didn’t characterize the true sequences responsible for cSDR activity. A later
attempt at finding oriK sites, however, led to the discovery of hyper-recombinant
EcoRI fragments named “Hot” sites in the terminus region (Nishitani et al, 1993).
These Hot sites all had a dependency on the rnhA- mutation, and three of them were
also found to be dependent on the terminator protein Tus. In another study, the
terminus region was also found to be more prone to excisive recombination events
than any other location on the chromosome (Louarn et al, 1991). Our interest was
therefore drawn to the terminus region as a very likely source of oriK activity
observed in rnhA mutants during cSDR.
Using our 2D gel blots, we were able to analyze the 71-kb TerB-C region for
origin activity by observing changes in the concentration of blocked replication
forks at TerB upon insertion of artificial Ter sites at specific loci within the region.
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We identified two locations within the region that appeared to possess oriK activity,
and attempted to confirm them as origins by flanking each of the loci on both sides
with facing Ter sites to create a replication “bubble trap.” These attempts were not
successful, however, as we did not observe any accumulation of replication bubbles
on our 2D gel blots (see Figure 3-11). Nonetheless, the presence of spots on the Yarcs did establish that the Ter sites on both sides were actively blocking replication
forks, so we were able to verify that the bubble traps functioned properly. Taking
all these observations into account, the simplest interpretation of our results is that
the two regions examined do not contain oriK sites, and perhaps our assumption
about equal Ter site efficiency was incorrect.
Due to the polar nature of fork arrest at Ter sites, a bubble trap
consequentially becomes the chromosome’s new replication fork trap once it is
recombineered. This means that the relatively small region then sees an increase in
converging forks as well as other processes related to replication fork termination.
It is difficult to say how the activity of an oriK site would be affected under such
conditions without further analysis. Therefore, at the very least, we may need to
adjust our approach in order to obtain more direct evidence of oriK activity.
The results of our microarray and deep sequencing analyses revealed the
presence of what appears to be an oriK site located within the TerC-A region of the
terminus in our rnhA- strain (Figure 3-8a). This same origin was also observed in a
dnaA- rnhA- mutant, which has an inactive oriC (Figure 3-8b). Even more
impressive, the entire profile of the chromosome was reversed in the dnaA rnhA
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mutant, with the Ter region having the highest copy number and the oriC region the
lowest. These results pointed to a roughly 50-100 kb region in the TerC-A region as
the major source of oriK activity in the chromosome.
Within this region also lies the inactive Rac prophage, which contains a
previously-studied origin, oriJ. Our examination of the 23-kb Rac prophage region
by 2D gel electrophoresis with a series of different restriction fragments, however,
did not reveal the presence of any origin bubbles (data not shown). This result by
itself did not exclude the possibility of an origin within the region because bubbles
are normally very short-lived due to the speed of replication. Therefore, we also
looked specifically at the oriJ site by recombineering a bubble trap around it in an
rnhA- strain to stabilize any bubbles (see Figure 3-11a). As we observed with the
suspected sites in the TerB-C region, the oriJ site did not appear to possess oriK
activity, even though the bubble trap worked as expected. Nevertheless, it may also
be possible that the region between the rzpR and sieB loci does not contain all of the
elements required for oriJ function, or perhaps the origin might only work correctly
under certain conditions.
Essentially all of our 2D gel analyses in this study were made in rnhA- strains,
which we also observed to possess elevated levels of blocked replication forks at the
innermost Ter sites in vivo (Figures Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3). This observation is a
very likely sign of oriK activity in these strains, partly because oriK forks would be
expected to arrive at Ter sites sooner than oriC forks due to their closer proximities.
A key next step would be to establish a more direct link between the increased
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blocked forks and initiation of forks at oriK sites in the strains. One important way
of doing this would be to analyze the effects of RNase HI overexpression on these
blocked forks, since R-loops are implicated as central to cSDR. In our initial
attempts to investigate this, we found that overexpression of RNase HI from an
IPTG-induced expression vector significantly reduced the concentration of blocked
forks at all three of the innermost Ter sites in an rnhA- strain. However, we also
found that the enzyme had the same effect in the wild-type strain control. This
indicated to us that perhaps the expression process itself was having an adverse
effect on normal replication forks, so one solution we are exploring is to use an
alternative vector that doesn’t produce as much RNase HI. Our hypothesis is that if
RNase HI overexpression reduces the blocked replication forks in the rnhA- strain
(and not in the control strain), then oriK sites are most likely responsible for the
additional blocked forks we have observed in rnhA mutants. Likewise, as a follow
up to our microarray experiments, if we were to observe that the TerC-A peak is
diminished in an rnhA- strain overexpressing RNase HI, then our hypothesis would
be further reinforced.
Overall, one of the main takeaways from our study of cSDR in E. coli has been
a better understanding of the nature of oriK sites. Kogoma previously identified
about five different oriK regions around the chromosome, and also found that they
fire randomly with respect to each other (von Meyenburg et al, 1987). Our
microarray data, however, shows that there appears to be one major location within
the terminus region from which replication forks originate in an rnhA- strain. Our
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conclusion is that our microarray results point to the strongest oriK site in the
chromosome. This observation also seems to be consistent with the discovery of the
“Hot” recombination hotspots located throughout the terminus region by the
Horiuchi group. The Tus-dependent Hot fragments, for example, could be more
directly involved in the termination process during replication fork stalling at the
Ter sites. One model involves breakage of the Tus-blocked forks, creating an
entrance site for the RecBC enzyme, according to the model by Horiuchi et al (1994).
Our data shows strong support for one aspect of this model, because we observe
elevated levels of blocked forks at the Ter sites in rnhA mutants. The mechanism
behind the activity of Tus-independent Hot fragments, on the other hand, is not
nearly as clear, but the best possible prospect could be an oriK site.
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4. AID-induced mutations in E. coli
4.1. Introduction
The enzyme activation-induced deaminase (AID) plays a key role in
generating diversity within the immune system, catalyzing the deamination of
deoxycytidine residues in immunoglobulin genes to trigger the processes of somatic
hypermutation (SHM), class switch recombination (CSR), and gene conversion (GC;
in chickens) (for review, see Neuberger et al (2003) and Di Noia and Neuberger
(2007)). AID has an intrinsic specificity for deamination within single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) substrates in vitro (Bransteitter et al, 2003; Chaudhuri et al, 2003;
Dickerson et al, 2003; Pham et al, 2003), and therefore the enzyme can potentially
act as a probe for single-stranded regions of DNA in vivo. Additionally, AID interacts
with mammalian RPA, which may augment the targeting of deamination to singlestranded regions in mammalian cells (Chaudhuri et al, 2004). AID-induced
deamination of a C:G pair into a U:G mispair, with subsequent replication (prior to
repair), generates a transition mutation (C:G to T:A).
The affinity of AID for ssDNA is a tool that we could exploit in our search for
oriK sites, as R-loop structures are predicted targets for the enzyme due to the
presence of their displaced single-stranded DNA (see below). R-loops are thought to
be substrates for cSDR initiation at oriK sites, so identifying areas of the
chromosome that are prone to R-loop formation could potentially help us localize
oriK sites.
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While AID targets ssDNA regions for deamination, its substrate specificity is
more complex and still not fully understood. First, the enzyme shows some
sequence context specificity, with a consensus sequence of 5’-WRC-3’ (with the 3’ C
being the deamination target). This context specificity is detected both in vivo and
in vitro (Bransteitter et al, 2003; Mayorov et al, 2005; Pham et al, 2003; Rada et al,
2002; Shen & Storb, 2004; Yu et al, 2004). Second, AID has been shown to act
processively on ssDNA targets in vitro, generating clusters of many deaminations in
a given region even at enzyme concentrations that leave most of the substrate
molecules unmodified (Pham et al, 2003; Shen & Storb, 2004). However, clustering
of AID-induced mutations is not detected during SHM in vivo (see Neuberger &
Milstein, 1995 for a review) and very little mutation clustering is seen when AID is
expressed artificially in E. coli or yeast (Mayorov et al, 2005; Pham et al, 2003). The
reason(s) for this discrepancy is unclear. Third, it has been suggested that AID can
act, as a dimer, on overlapping WRC motifs on opposite strands during CSR (Beale et
al, 2004).
Transcription plays important roles in the targeting of AID-induced
mutations, but the results are complex and still not fully understood. Direct studies
both in vitro and in an E. coli model system show that transcription increases the
frequency of AID-induced deamination/mutation (Besmer et al, 2006; Chaudhuri et
al, 2003; Ramiro et al, 2003; Sohail et al, 2003). In some situations, this stimulation
is dependent on formation of R-loop structures, with AID-induced deamination
targeted to the single-stranded displaced DNA strand. R-loops play important roles
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in normal cells, such as in the initiation of DNA replication, and also are increasingly
recognized as playing a pathological role by inducing genome instability (see
Aguilera & Garcia-Muse, 2012 for a recent review). Evidence supporting AID
targeting of R-loops began with studies of CSR within the immunoglobulin switch
regions, which is dependent on R-loop formation and AID action on the displaced
strand (Huang et al, 2007; Yu et al, 2003; Yu & Lieber, 2003). Also, the displaced
DNA strand within R-loops generated by T7 RNA polymerase in vitro have been
shown to be a preferred substrate for AID (Chaudhuri et al, 2003), and AID was
found to bind specifically to special G-loop structures containing an RNA-DNA
hybrid region (Duquette et al, 2005). Finally, mutations in the yeast THO complex
lead to increased R-loop formation and a dramatic (and transcription-dependent)
increase in AID-induced mutations, which are predominantly on the non-template
strand (Gómez-González & Aguilera, 2007).
Substantial evidence also shows that the role of transcription is not limited to
R-loop formation. Several studies initially suggested that AID preferentially targets
the non-template strand even without R-loop formation. For example, during in
vitro transcription by T7 RNA polymerase, AID-induced deamination/mutation was
targeted mostly to the non-template strand (Chaudhuri et al, 2003; Pham et al,
2003; Sohail et al, 2003). Also, in vivo studies found preferential targeting of the
non-template strand, although these studies used one or a few target genes as
selectable markers and therefore surveyed only a limited number of possible
mutational sites (Ramiro et al, 2003; Sohail et al, 2003). These results led to the
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model that the displaced non-template strand in an RNA polymerase complex is
accessible to AID.
On the other hand, mutations that are generated during SHM in vivo do not
appear to be biased for template or non-template strand (Milstein et al, 1998). Also,
using a gene knockout selection with many possible mutation sites, Poltoratsky et al
(2004) found no strand bias for mutagenesis by AID in yeast. The above-mentioned
study by Gómez-González and Aguilera (2007) confirmed the lack of strand bias in
wild-type (THO complex containing) yeast. Beale et al (2004) sequenced AIDinduced mutations that inactivate a sacB gene in E. coli, finding both template and
non-template mutagenesis. Likewise, a study using a target with many possible
mutational sites and transcription by E. coli RNA polymerase in vitro showed no bias
for the non-transcribed strand (Besmer et al, 2006). Interestingly, Besmer et al
(2006) found that AID created clusters of deaminations in this RNA polymerasedependent system, and also that the efficiency of deamination was very low within
the first 100 bp of the transcription unit and peaked a few hundred bp downstream
of this quiet region.
These results suggest that transcription might enhance AID-induced
deamination by transient negative supercoiling behind the transcription complex,
which would expose transient single-stranded regions on both strands (Liu & Wang,
1987). Consistent with this model, Shen and Storb (2004) showed that both strands
of a negatively supercoiled substrate in vitro could be targeted for deamination by
AID. A very recent study provides strong evidence that transient negative
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supercoiling from transcription generates short ssDNA patches that are targets for
AID action, both in mammalian cells and in a plasmid within E. coli cells (Parsa et al,
2012). In the E. coli plasmid experiments, the generation of both ssDNA patches and
AID-induced mutations were substantially increased when the host was deficient in
topoisomerase I, a condition that leads to hypernegative supercoiling from
transcription (and thus higher levels of exposed single-stranded DNA). Considering
all of the studies on transcription, a coherent view would be that AID can target the
displaced strand of an R-loop at the unusual sites and situations where R-loops are
formed, but that the enzyme also acts generally on transient single-stranded regions
behind elongating RNA polymerase molecules due to transient negative
supercoiling.
In normal cells, a large majority of the deoxyuridine (dU) residues generated
from C deamination are repaired by base excision repair (see Friedberg et al (2006)
for review). Uracil-DNA glycosylases (UDGs), such as the prototype Ung enzyme of
E. coli, cleave the N-glycosidic bond of a dU:G basepair, releasing free uracil and
leaving an abasic site in the DNA. Subsequent repair of the abasic site restores a C
residue by use of the complementary G in the opposite strand as template, avoiding
mutation. Thus, deamination by AID only leads to a C to T transition when the dU:G
mispair happens to escape repair before DNA replication generates a dU:A daughter
strand (which goes on to generate a heritable T:A pair). Accordingly, inactivation of
the UDG enzyme in mouse, chicken cells, E. coli or yeast substantially increases the
frequency of AID-induced C to T (or G to A) transition mutations (Di Noia &
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Neuberger, 2002; Harris et al, 2002; Mayorov et al, 2005; Petersen-Mahrt et al,
2002; Poltoratsky et al, 2004; Rada et al, 2002). Indeed, these results with UNG
inactivation provided some of the early compelling evidence for the role of AID in
SHM.
In this study, we attempt to localize sites of ssDNA in the E. coli genome by
growing Ung-deficient cells expressing AID for many generations and then
performing deep sequencing analysis of the genome. We began the project with an
interest in identifying the in vivo sites of R-loops in the E. coli genome, as might be
revealed by preferential AID-induced deamination of C residues in the singlestranded displaced DNA strand. We therefore compare the mutations generated in
RNase H-proficient cells to those generated in RNase H-deficient cells, which have
abnormally high R-loop formation (Kogoma, 1997). In addition to R-loops, we
consider several other possible sites where AID-induced mutations might be
generated due to a single-stranded character of the genomic region of DNA. One
candidate is the lagging-strand template at replication forks, which has extensive
transient single-stranded character and is known to be the target of oligonucleotide
annealing in vivo during the process of recombineering (Ellis et al, 2001). Another
set of candidates are unusual DNA structures, such as cruciform regions with singlestranded loops and G-quartet sequences (Duquette et al, 2005). Finally, the recent
study of Parsa et al (2012) suggest that genomic sites of AID-induced mutations
might identify regions of the chromosome with a high density of transcriptioninduced negative supercoiling. In a general sense, these studies address the nature
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of the linkage between transcription and AID action in vivo, and could potentially
provide further insight into aspects of AID enzyme specificity and/or E. coli
chromosomal structure.
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4.2. Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains and plasmids
All strains used were originally derivatives of MG1655. The Δung-748::kan
deletion from the Keio collection strain JW2564 (F-, Δ(araD-araB)567,
ΔlacZ4787(::rrnB-3), λ-, Δung-748::kan, rph-1, Δ(rhaD-rhaB)568, hsdR514) was
introduced into strains AQ12251 (rnhA-) and MG1655 (rnhA+) by P1 transduction.
The kanamycin resistance cassette from the Keio knockout strain is flanked
by two 34-nt Flippase Recognition Target (FRT) sites for the FLP recombinase,
which can be used to “FLP out” the region between the two sites in the chromosome.
The FLP recombinase expression plasmid pCP20 (chloramphenicol/ampicillinresistant) was used to remove the kanamycin resistance cassette from each of the
Δung strains. Briefly, 1 μl of the plasmid was electroporated into 50 μl of
electrocompetent cells and incubated for 1 hour at 30°C. The outgrowth was then
plated on LB agar plates containing ampicillin and incubated at 30°C overnight. The
pCP20 plasmid was removed by re-streaking transformant colonies onto LB-only
plates and incubating overnight at 42°C. Re-streaking of the ensuing transformant
colonies onto ampicillin and kanamycin plates was then used to confirm the
removal of the plasmid and the cassette, respectively.
The AID-expressing plasmid, pTrcHis2 HsAID, was derived from
pTrcHis2/lacZ (Invitrogen®) containing the coding sequence for the human AID
enzyme, and was a kind gift of Dr. S. Unniraman at Duke University (Immunology
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Department). The promoter was mutated to reduce expression, using the
QuikChange® II Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit.
Deep sequencing analysis
Genomic DNA used for deep sequencing analysis was prepared from
overnight cultures using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit from Qiagen®. Reads were
assembled to the reference sequence MG1655 (GenBank Accession # 000913.2)
using the Geneious® software, and read counts were generated with JMP
Genomics® software. Our analyses and manipulations were all made using
Microsoft® Excel software.
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4.3. Results
AID-induced mutagenesis of the E. coli genome
We began by introducing an AID-expressing plasmid (pTrc99A derivative)
into E. coli MG1655 rnhA+ and rnhA- strains deleted for UNG. Initial attempts to
introduce the expression vector led to deletion mutations in the C-terminal region of
the AID gene. On the assumption that these mutations were selected due to toxicity
from AID expression levels, we mutated the promoter region of the vector to reduce
transcription (see Materials and Methods) and then were able to isolate plasmids
with an intact AID gene in both strains. Western blotting demonstrated that AID
was expressed even without IPTG induction, and both strains showed a heightened
frequency of rifampicin-resistance mutant generation as seen in past studies of AID
mutagenesis in E. coli (data not shown). Also as expected, a control ungΔ rnhAstrain with the pTrc99A vector showed much lower levels of rifampicin-resistance
mutants, as did ung+ versions of both rnhA+ and rnhA- strains (data not shown).
In order to accumulate many mutations in the genome, we isolated seven
colonies from each of the two AID-expressing strains (rnhA+ and rnhA-) and four
from the vector-containing strain (rnhA-) and grew them successively for eight
cycles. For the first seven cycles, a single colony was inoculated and grown
overnight in liquid LB medium, and then streaked out on LB plates and grown
overnight at 37°C to generate new single colonies (one of which was chosen for the
next cycle). Each overnight culture was also plated to monitor the generation of
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rifampicin-resistance mutants as an indication that the AID expression vector
continued to function. In every one of these seven cycles, the fourteen AIDexpressing overnight cultures generated rifampicin-resistant colonies at a high
frequency (averaging about 1.2 × 10-6 rifampicin resistant/total). The vectorcontaining (rnhA-) overnight cultures showed frequencies that averaged about 17fold less than the AID-expressing cultures. These results assured us that AIDinduced mutations were being generated in the AID expression vector-containing
cells. We estimate that roughly 35 generations occurred during each cycle from
single cell on the LB plate to dense overnight culture, and thus about 245
generations would have occurred over the seven cycles of growth. The eighth cycle
took a single colony generated from streaking the seventh-cycle overnight culture,
which was grown overnight as in the previous cycles but then used to prepare
genomic DNA for deep sequencing.
Genomic sequences from the 18 eighth-cycle cultures were generated using
an Illumina Hi-Seq platform, aligned with the reference MG1655 sequence (GenBank
Accession # NC_000913.2), and analyzed for changes using a SNP algorithm in the
Geneious® software package (see Materials and Methods). A number of identified
variations were presumed to reflect strain differences from the reference and were
discarded. These included the expected disruption of the ung gene in all three of the
strains, as well as the rnhA339::cat mutation in the two rnhA- strains. Likewise, 9
out of the 13 SNPs found in the vector-containing strain were also present in the
AID-expressing strains and therefore discarded. The variations detected in the
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fourteen AID-expressing cultures fell into two general categories, reflecting their
presumed time of occurrence. “Pre-cycling” mutations were identical variations
found in essentially all reads of all cultures of either the rnhA+ or rnhA- strain, and
these mutations presumably occurred before the 7 cycles of growth in a common
ancestor after transformation of the mutagenic AID plasmid. “Cycling” mutations
were unique to one or the other culture of each strain and occurred in essentially
every read (>95%) from that particular culture. These mutations presumably
occurred during the roughly 245 cell divisions of the first 7 cycles.
Before delving into detailed sequence characteristics, a few global features of
the mutations should be noted. First, the number of cycling mutations in the seven
rnhA- and seven rnhA+ AID-expressing strains averaged 128 and 95 per sample,
respectively. This translates to a mutation frequency of 0.52 and 0.39 per
generation per genome during the roughly 245 division cycles. Secondly, virtually
all of the mutations (both pre-cycling and cycling) from the AID-expressing cultures
were either C to T or G to A transitions, as expected for AID-induced mutations in a
UDG-knockout background (Figure 4-1; sequence changes with respect to the 5’ to
3’ reference MG1655 sequence). In the analyses to follow, we assume each mutation
occurred from a deamination of C; the G to A mutations are assumed to reflect a
mutation on the opposite strand. We grouped all of the pre-cycling and cycling
mutations from each strain (rnhA- and rnhA+) into single pools that count each
mutation only once (i.e., eliminating the extra copies of duplicate SNPs of both the
pre-cycling and cycling groups). We additionally eliminated three mutations that
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were not C to T or G to A since they were presumably not induced by AID. This
leaves pools of 897 presumed AID-induced mutations in the rnhA- pool and 665 in
the rnhA+ pool.

Figure 4-1: Distribution of AID-induced mutations in the rnhA- and rnhA+ strains.
AID deamination of C residues on the reference strand produces C → T single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs). Conversely, AID action on the complementary strand translates to G → A
SNPs on the reference strand.
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AID has a preference for the lagging strand template
The two template strands at the replication fork are highly asymmetric for
single-stranded character, with the lagging strand template having extensive
transient single-stranded regions as the Okazaki fragments are synthesized in the
retrograde direction (Ogawa & Okazaki, 1980). Replication in E. coli is initiated
from the oriC origin of replication, and the two forks then progress in opposite
directions through the left and right replichore to the terminus region (Kornberg &
Baker, 1992). Given the strong single-stranded character of the lagging strand
template, we hypothesized that it might be a preferential target for the AID enzyme
in vivo. Furthermore, a strong precedent for attack of the single-stranded lagging
strand at the replication fork in E. coli arises from studies of the process of
recombineering (see Discussion).
We therefore categorized the SNPs from the two collections of AIDexpressing cells according to whether they were located on the leading or lagging
strand template of each replichore (terminus region SNPs were excluded since the
forks can travel in either direction in that region). The analysis revealed that the
lagging strand template suffered AID-induced mutations about 40% more
frequently than the leading strand template (Figure 4-2). The bias in both strains
was extremely significant, with p values less than 10-4. We conclude that the strand
that serves as the lagging strand template is a preferred target for AID in E. coli. The
most likely explanation is that the enzyme frequently acts on the lagging strand at
the replication fork, although we cannot eliminate the possibility that some other
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aspect of the sequence character that is correlated with replication direction causes
this bias (see Discussion). It is important to note that the p values in Figure 4-2
were significant in spite of a slight bias of the AID consensus sequence (5’-WRC-3’)
for the lagging strand template in each replichore (1.3% for the right and 3.7% for
the left, relative to the leading strand template). This led us to conclude that the
distribution of consensus sequences is not a factor that influences the preference of
the AID enzyme for the lagging strand template.

Figure 4-2: Distribution of AID-induced SNPs on the lagging and leading strand templates.
AID mutations on the lagging and leading strand templates at the two replichores originating from
oriC were determined. The right replichore extends clockwise from oriC to TerA, while the left
replichore extends counter-clockwise from oriC to TerC (see Figure 1-1). The TerC-A region was not
included in the analysis because both replication forks converge within the terminus during
termination. The p values are an indicator of the probability of the distributions being by chance.
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AID exhibits transcriptional strand bias
As mentioned earlier, the presence of R-loops has been shown to stimulate
AID activity both in vivo and in vitro. AID is thought to preferentially target C
residues located on the displaced non-template strand of R-loop structures as a
result of its preference for ssDNA. One of our initial aims, therefore, was to
determine whether our sequencing data would reflect a specific bias by the enzyme
for the non-template strand. To do this, we grouped our AID-generated SNPs
according to their locations within transcription units. We do not know of any
complete catalog of all E. coli transcripts, and there are at least a few regions of the
genome where transcripts exist on both strands. Therefore, as a simplifying
assumption, we only considered mutations that were intragenic with respect to the
annotated reading frames in the reference MG1655 sequence, and assumed the
direction of transcription was the one that produces the functional mRNA for that
reading frame. This analysis thereby ignores the 140 and 129 intergenic SNPs
(identified in the rnhA- and rnhA+ strains, respectively).
We found that the intragenic SNPs showed a modest bias in the rnhA- strain,
with about 20% more mutations on the template strand than on the non-template
strand (Figure 4-3). A lesser bias of about 14% more mutations on the template
strand was detected in the SNPs from the rnhA+ strain. The probability (p value) of
this distribution being by chance was less than 0.02 in the rnhA- strain, strongly
supporting a strand bias by the AID enzyme, but did not pass statistical significance
for the rnhA+ strain SNPs (p = 0.12). These results support an involvement of
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transcription in AID targeting (at least in the rnhA- strain), but do not support the
hypothesis that a major source of mutation in the rnhA- strain is from AID acting
preferentially on the displaced strands of R-loops in the chromosome (which would
yield a bias for the non-template strand).

Figure 4-3: Distribution of SNPs in the AID-expressing strains according to strand.
AID mutations located within transcription units were determined to be located on either the
template or non-template strand, depending on the direction of transcription. The p values indicate
the probability of the observed distributions being by chance.
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Generation of AID-induced SNPs does not depend on RNA expression
We next asked whether the expression levels of genes influences the
frequency of AID-induced mutations. We did this by correlating the intragenic SNPs
with the RNA transcript levels of their corresponding genes in wild-type cells,
determined from RNA deep sequencing (RNA-Seq) data in a recent study by Yi et al
(2011). In their study, the transcriptome of wild-type MG1655 E. coli grown in rich
media was prepared using duplex-specific nuclease to eliminate the majority of
rRNA and sequenced via Illumina RNA-Seq. It is important to note that this dataset
reflects steady-state levels of transcripts, which are influenced by both RNA
synthesis and degradation (presumably only synthesis rates could effect AID
action). To simplify the analysis, we categorized the transcript levels from Yi et al
(2011) into five bins by order of magnitude — the distribution of transcript levels
for all genes is shown in Figure 4-4a, with a large majority of genes falling within the
second and third bins. In order to check that this distribution was not reflecting a
bias for ORFs of a particular length, we also determined the distribution for the sum
of all ORF lengths at each of the RPKM bins (Figure 4-4b). We found this
distribution to be similar to those of the RNA expression levels, thereby indicating
that sizes of the genes did not influence their expression levels. We then calculated
the distribution of transcript levels for the genes that had suffered SNP(s) in the
rnhA- and rnhA+ strains, finding a very similar distribution (Figure 4-4c and d).
There was perhaps a small shift in the distribution towards more highly expressed
genes, but further analysis is needed to decide whether this small shift is significant.
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These observations suggested that the expression levels of the genes had little or no
impact on most AID-induced mutations in either strain.

Figure 4-4: Distribution of RNA expression levels for the corresponding genes of AID-induced
intragenic SNPs.
RNA-Seq data containing the RNA transcript levels for the 4493 genes of E. coli MG1655 were
obtained from Yi et al (2011). Transcript levels are indicated in units of RPKM (reads per kilobase
per million mapped reads). See the text for details.
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AID does not produce detectable clusters of SNPs on the chromosome
As described earlier, AID often induces clusters of mutations during in vitro
studies, acting processively on single-stranded DNA regions. Furthermore,
clustered SNPs might be expected on long single-stranded non-template strands of
R-loops, or other regions of the chromosome that are particularly prone to AIDinduced deamination. Although we found no evidence for AID acting on R-loops in
the rnhA- strain in the studies above, it remains possible that a relatively small
subset of AID-induced SNPs in the rnhA- strain arise from action on R-loops.
Regardless of mechanism, a regional subset of clustered SNPs could be interesting
as a reflection of a particularly long single-stranded region in the chromosome.
In order to test for clustered generation of SNPs on the chromosome, we
calculated the distances between each SNP and its nearest neighbor in the total pool
from the rnhA- and rnhA+ strains (separately). We first performed a histogram of all
the inter-SNP distances in increments of 100 bp and plotted their cumulative
frequencies (Figure 4-5a and b). As a control, we did the same analysis with sets of
randomly-generated SNPs, using the same total number of SNPs that occurred
within each of the two strains (rnhA- or rnhA+) and pooling inter-SNP distances as
above. We found very little or no indication of clustered generation of SNPs by AID
(compare Simulated SNPs versus Experimental SNPs in Figure 4-5a and b). We also
examined longer inter-SNP distances by using 2500 bp bins, but this did not reveal
any evidence of clustering in both strains either (data not shown). The most likely
indication of clustering would have been an accumulation at the lower inter-SNP
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distances, particularly within the first 2500 bp which we examined in Figure 4-5;
this was not observed in the SNPs from either strain.

Figure 4-5: Cumulative frequencies of inter-SNP distances.
Distances between SNPs from the (a) rnhA- and (b) rnhA+ strains were sorted into 100 bp bins and
compared to a randomly-generated set of SNP locations of the same total number found per strain.
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4.4. Discussion
Our interest in the AID enzyme stemmed from its known affinity for R-loops,
a central component of our studies relating to cSDR in E. coli. By deep sequencing
chromosomal DNA extracted from AID-expressing rnhA- and rnhA+ cells, our goal
was to identify single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that exhibited a
dependence on an rnhA- mutation, which fosters R-loop formation in vivo. The total
number of SNPs we identified in the rnhA- strain was 35% greater than those from
the rnhA+, an indication that AID may have had a bias for acting on R-loops. R-loops
may form in vivo during transcription via the invasion of a nascent RNA transcript at
a DNA duplex, or by the stabilization of the normally transient RNA-DNA hybrid that
forms within the transcription bubble. Our analysis of the AID-induced SNPs
predicted that such R-loop formation would translate to a bias for the non-template
strand in the chromosome due to the preference of the enzyme for ssDNA.
Surprisingly, we found that AID instead appeared to have a bias for the template
strand in the rnhA- strain, suggesting to us that it did not preferentially target the
displaced ssDNA in R-loops. Although this finding was contrary to expectations, it
still suggested that transcription is a factor in the targeting of the enzyme. In
continuation of our analysis of the role of transcription, we also took a look at the
effects of gene expression levels on AID activity in vivo. We did this by determining
the RNA transcript levels at the location of each intragenic AID-induced SNP. What
we found was that the distribution of the SNPs within each set of rnhA- or rnhA+
cultures did not seem to be influenced by the expression levels of the genes in the
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chromosome (see Figure 4-4). It appears, therefore, that gene expression does not
have much impact on the activity of the AID enzyme.
We also observed that the enzyme has a bias for the lagging strand template,
an indication that AID does show some preference for ssDNA, presumably the
single-stranded regions of the lagging strand template at the gaps between Okazaki
fragments. This has been postulated to be the case in recombineering, where a
study with the λ Beta protein demonstrated that the lagging strand template was
more recombinogenic for ssDNA oligo invasion than the leading strand template
(Ellis et al, 2001). Additionally, it is important to note that transcription cannot be
used to explain this bias, as the direction of most transcription in the chromosome is
also with replication, and we found a bias for the transcribed strand (which would
more often be the leading strand template).
The affinity for ssDNA regions that we observed from AID in our analysis of
replichore strand bias (see Figure 4-2) gave hope to the idea that perhaps R-loops
could still be a significant substrate for the enzyme in vivo. One liability could be
that AID does not act efficiently enough in E. coli to affect a substantial number of Rloops in the chromosome. This could very well be intrinsic to the enzyme itself, but
the effect of AID action on the non-template strand could also be potentially
impacted by other factors such as the presence of the SSB protein on the singlestranded DNA regions. Perhaps SSB totally blocks AID, and the only mutations we
detect are in transient single-stranded regions that are naked. One of the ways we
plan to address this is by deep sequencing analysis of rnhA- strains containing an ssb
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missense mutation that reduces the affinity of the SSB protein for ssDNA. If our
hypothesis is correct, then we expect to find a greater number of AID-induced SNPs
from our deep sequencing results, and also a greater affinity for the non-template
strand due to the diminished impact of SSB in such a strain.
Likewise, a suitable substitute for AID could be the APOBEC-1 enzyme, which
is from the same family, but deaminates C residues at a much higher frequency (see
Navaratnam & Sarwar, 2006 for a review). Perhaps APOBEC-1 is less impeded by
SSB than is AID. Performing our analyses on SNPs from APOBEC-expressing strains
could provide us with better information on the location of R-loops in the
chromosome, due to the potentially greater coverage by the enzyme. Using our
analysis in Figure 4-5, we might even be able to detect the presence of clusters using
the APOBEC enzyme (or the ssb mutant), something we were unable to find with
AID. Such clusters could perhaps finally show us the locations of genomic R-loops.
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5. Concluding remarks
Constitutive stable DNA replication, or cSDR, is a mechanism of replication
initiation that has been found to occur in certain mutant strains of E. coli which lack
enzymes that remove R-loop structures from the chromosome. R-loops are
associated with a host of processes in E. coli, from transcription to recombination;
however, they have also been linked to detrimental features such as genomic
instability and defects in cell growth. cSDR is thought to utilize an R-loop-based
mechanism to initiate replication at specific regions around the chromosome known
as oriK sites. So far, oriK sites have only been narrowed down to broad regions in
the chromosome, so the specific sequence elements that enable their activity are
still not understood. Our main goal was to identify the exact positions of these oriK
origins in the chromosome. Given that two out of the five sites identified by Kogoma
were located in the terminus, and because of observations from previous studies,
our focus was ultimately drawn to the region. The terminus region has been studied
extensively over the years, and has also been observed to be an area prone to
hyperrecombination (Horiuchi et al, 1995; Louarn et al, 1991). Could the formation
of R-loops at oriK sites within the terminus perhaps be responsible for this
hyperrecombination?
Our 2D gel data clearly showed us that elevated levels of replication forks are
blocked at the innermost Ter sites in rnhA- strains. The most reasonable
explanation is that oriK sites are responsible for these additional blocked forks.
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Furthermore, we also learned from our microarray data that there appears to be a
major oriK site in the replication fork trap between the TerC and TerA sites. This is a
bit contradictory to Kogoma’s finding of five oriK sites; however, the marker
frequency approach he utilized to identify the sites can be considered outdated by
today’s standards (even though they are similar in principle). By comparison, our
microarray experiments covered 200 times the number of loci analyzed in Kogoma’s
assays. It makes sense to assume, then, that the microarray results we have
obtained are a more precise localization of the oriK activity in the chromosome.
The results of our 2D gel analyses of the Ter insertion strains (Figure 3-4)
also suggested that there may be local regions of oriK activity within the TerB-C
region as well. We speculate that oriK sites at these locations could be minor in
comparison to the one found in the TerC-A region, and perhaps fire randomly with
respect to other sites too. Kogoma and colleagues previously observed this to be
one of the properties of oriK sites in E. coli (von Meyenburg et al, 1987), so there is
some precedent for this idea. We will still require more direct evidence of origin
activity at the loci of our suspected origins in order to confirm them as oriK sites,
however. The 2D gels of our bubble traps did not show any evidence of replication
bubbles at these locations, even though the flanking Ter sites were confirmed to be
working (Figure 3-11). Modifying our approach is certainly an option, but it will
also be crucial for us to include a positive control in our analyses by successfully
constructing a bubble trap around a functional origin in the chromosome. At this
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time, the results of the bubble trap experiments suggest pretty strongly that these
two locations in the TerB-C region do not contain oriK sites.
In my opinion, there is still a lot more to be learned about the links between
cSDR and some of the well-characterized processes in the cell. Could replication
termination, for example, be more closely linked to the initiation of cSDR as a result
of an increased propensity for R-loop formation in the terminus region? Replication
fork termination in E. coli is associated with a number of additional processes that
include (among others) sister chromosome separation and supercoiling. Perhaps
many of these processes help to make the terminus a region more prone to R-loop
formation than others, even in rnhA mutants (which have ubiquitously elevated
levels of R-loops). The oriK region we identified could very well be a particular site
(or group of sites) that just so happens to be more susceptible to R-loop formation
than other regions of the terminus, and perhaps even the chromosome. cSDR
initiates at this location far more frequently than other oriK sites in the
chromosome, possibly as a result of specific sequence characteristics that facilitate
R-loop formation during termination.
Indeed, Horiuchi et al (1994) found that particular segments of the terminus
region behave as recombination hotspots under conditions in which cSDR is active,
and some of these “Hot” sites are also dependent on the Tus terminator protein. Our
data, in fact, supports the model that oriK activity stimulates recombination at the
Tus-dependent sites because of the increased level of blocked forks that we
observed at Ter sites in rnhA mutants.
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Nevertheless, the fact that cSDR is repressed in wild-type strains might be a
good indicator that oriK sites are artifacts of a previous mode of replication
initiation that led to genomic instability, so E. coli cells evolved to contain redundant
systems such as RNase HI and RecG to control the propagation of detrimental Rloops. The process of nSDR that was previously observed by Hong et al (1996)
suggests that oriK sites could even be a way for normal E. coli to finish replication
under adverse conditions.
In conclusion, our search for the precise locations of the oriK sites in the
chromosome did not lead to our intended goal, but we have gained a better
understanding of oriK activity in the process. We showed for the first time that rnhA
mutants possess much greater concentrations of blocked forks at Ter sites than
wild-type E. coli, and we believe that the majority of this extra activity initiates from
a major oriK in the TerC-A region of the terminus. Furthermore, this also provides
direct evidence in support of a model for Tus-dependent Hot fragments. What we
would like to do in the future is to obtain more direct evidence showing how Rloops are connected to these observations.
Our AID data did not reveal such a link, but we observed that the AID
mutations were moderately affected by transcription events, which play a role in Rloop formation in certain cases. We also found that AID exhibited a strong
preference for the lagging strand template, indicating that the enzyme is able to
target ssDNA regions in vivo (such as the ones found in R-loop structures). Our
future work involves utilizing an ssb missense mutant to analyze the impacts of
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diminished SSB protein activity on AID. Likewise, we also intend to use the
APOBEC-1 enzyme, a member of the same family as AID, to help identify R-loopprone regions in the chromosome. These experiments will help us in our
assessment of the role of R-loops in cSDR activity.
At the end, it is still important to localize the true sequences of the oriK sites
in the chromosome because it is the key to understanding a lot of the processes that
have been investigated and described in the preceding chapters. Ideally, we could
also answer the question of whether all R-loops can act as oriK sites, or if oriK
activity requires other sequence elements in addition to an R-loop. Identifying the
sequence elements involved in initiating oriK activity would allow us to understand
the drivers of R-loop formation and SOS expression, and perhaps why the cell works
so hard to eliminate them under physiological conditions.
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